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Some recent formal models of Pavlovian'and instrumental conditioning contain
internal paradoxes that restrict their predictive power. These paradoxes can be
traced to an inadequate formulation of how mechanisms of short-term memory
and long-term memory work togetherto control the shifting balance betweenthe
processingof expectedand unexpectedevents.Once this formulation is strengthened, a unified processing framework is suggestedwherein attentional and orienting subsystemscoexistina complementary relationship that controls the adaptive self;organization of internal representations in response to expected and
unexpected events. In this framework, conditioning and attentional constructs
can be more directly validated by interdisciplinary paradigms in which seemingly
disparate phenomena can be shown to share similar physiological and pharmacologicalmechanisms.A model of cholinergic-catecholaminergic interactions
suggestshow drive, reinforcer, and arousal inputs regulate motivational baseline,
hysteresis,and rebound, with the hippocampus as a final common path. Extinction, conditioned emotional responses,conditioned avoidance responses,secondary conditioning, and inverted U effectsalso occur. A similar designin sensory
and cognitive representationssuggestshow short-term memory resetand attentional resonanceoccur and are related to evoked potentials such as N200, P300,
and contingent negative variation (CNV). Competitive feedbackproperties such
as pattern matching, contrast enhancement,and normalization of short-term
memory patterns make possiblethe hypothesistesting proceduresthat searchfor
and define new internal representationsin responseto unexpectedevents. Longterm memory tracesregulateadaptive filtering, expectancylearning, conditioned
reinforcer learning, incentive m'otivational learning, and habit learning. When
thesemechanisms act together,conditioning phenomena suchas overshadowing,
unblocking, latent inhibition, overexpectation,and behavioral contrast emerge.

Internal Problems of Some
Conditioning Models
1. Merging Parallel Streams of Theory on
Conditioning and Attenrion
This article compares and contrasts two
parallel streamsof theoretical progressin the
conditioning and attention literature since
1968, using the article of Pearce and Hall
(1980) as a basis for discussion.One stream
was energized by such seminal articles as
those of Estes (1969), Kamin (1968, 1969),
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Mackintosh (1971), Rescorla and Wagner
(1972), and Wagner and Rescorla (1972).
The great heuristic value of these articles
stimulated newdevelopmentsin sucharticles
as those of Dickinson, Hall, and Mackintosh
(1976), Frey and Sears (1978), Hall and
Pearce (1979), Mackintosh (1976), Mackintosh, Bygrave, and Picton (1977), Mackintosh and Reese (1979), Sutton and Barto
(1981), and Wagner (1976, 1978).The other
streamis found in a seriesof my own articles
(Grossberg,1968, 1969a,1969c, 1971,1972a,
1972b, 1974, 1975, 1976a, 1976b, 1978a,
1978b, 1980, 1981b, 1982a, 1982b).
This is a good time to make this comparison becauseideas from the two streamshave
gradually converged over the years. Once
their remaining differencesare resolved,both
streams may be merged into a theoretical
framework wherein conditioning, cognitive,
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motivational, psychophysiological,and pharmacological data can be discussedin a unified fashion. In this framework, theoretical
alternatives and predictions can be studied
using interdisciplinary paradigms that can
probe interactions that are opaque to more
conventional experiments. Some experiments of this ~ypewill be summarized below.

2. TheProcessingofExpectedand
Unexpected
Eventsin Short-TermMemory
and Long-TermMemory
I suggestthat various difficulties faced by
the first streamare due to the fact that it does
not adequately probe how mechanisms of
short-term memory (STM) and long-term
memory (L TM) influence the shifting balance betweenthe processingof expectedand
unexpected events. These difficulties take
severalrelated forms: (a) Internal paradoxes
exist within the theories. (b) No one theory
can explain all the relevant data. In fact, no
one theory can explain all the data explicable
by any of the other theories. (c) The theories
provide formal, asopposedto physical, models of the data. These models have no verifiable properties outside of the conditioning
experiments they are constructed to explain.
When some of these formal' properties are
interpreted as physical mechanisms,they are
found to be either paradoxical or to have no
external experimental support.
To clarify these assertions I will review
concepts from Pearce and Hall (1980) as a
source for this first stream. To illustrate how
my approach overcomes these difficulties, I
will review concepts from Grossberg(1980)
as a source for the second stream, although
the main concepts and mechanisms that I
will needappearedin Grossberg(1971, 1972a,
1972b, 1975).

3. SomeInternalParadoxes
First I will review an internal paradox that
lies at the heart of the Pearceand Hall (1980)
theory. Pearceand Hall assertthat "stimuli
that fully predict their consequenceswill be
denied accessto the processor. ...A
stimulus is likely to be processedtq the extent
that it is not an accurate predictor of its consequences"(p. 538). Or, "a stimulus will gain

accessto the processoronly when it. ..has
beenfollowed by a surprisingevent" (p. 540).
One consequenceof this position is that an
unconditioned stimulus (US) that is an excellent predictor of food will not be processed
even if no conditioned stimulus (CS) is present. Despitethis implication, Pearceand Hall
state that "stimuli such as the USs used in
typical conditioning procedures are always
likely to gain accessto the processor" (p.
538). Pearceand Hall need this assumption
because"conjoint processingof the CS and
US representationsresults. ..in an increase
in the ability of the CS ~oexcite what we may
call a 'US memory'" (p 542). This is the
main conditioning event of their theory.
In an effort to embed their hypothetical
processorinto a broader theoretical perspective, Pearceand Hall analogizethe processor
to the limited-capacity STM system of human information-processing models. Given
this processinginterpretation, the Pearceand
Hall model simultaneously implies that an
expectedUS will not be stored in STM be,.
causeit is expectedand will be stored in STM
becauseit is a US. One might try to escape
this contradiction by claiming that the processor somehow knows the difference between a CS and a US. Even if one could
overcome the problem of showing how the
processorknows this difference, one would
then be faced by the harder problem of showing how the processorchangesits mind about
a cue when the cue switches from CSto US
status as a result of prior conditioning, and
is thereupon used as a US in a secondary
conditioning paradigm.
One can summarize this internal contradiction within the Pearceand Hall theory by
saying that these authors have emphasized
the processingof eventsthat have unexpected
consequencesat the cost of implying paradoxes about the processing of events that
have expectedconsequences.

Mackintosh (1975) developeda theory
that emphasizesthe processingof eventsthat
have expected consequencesat the cost of
falling into difficulties when explaining the
processingof unexpectedevents. Pearceand
Hall (1980) summarized Mackintosh's position as follows: "He suggestedthat the associability (a) of a stimulus will increase if
it predicts reinforcement more accurately
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than other stimuli present in the situation
but will decreaseif it predicts reinforcement
lessaccurately" (p. 536). This hypothesiswas
made to explain how conditioning of a Cue
X is blocked if X is presented on compound
trials AX after prior conditioning of Cue A
has occurred. Mackintosh's hypothesis explains blocking by claiming that X does not
condition well becauseA is a better predictor
of the US due to its prior conditioning trials.
Mackintosh's hypothesis is, however, incompatible with the fact that the Cue X conditions normally on the first compound trial
(Kamin, 1968; Mackintosh et al., 1977;RescorIa & Wagner, 1972). This experimental
result contradicts the hypothesis becauseon
the first compound trial, Cue X is a worse
predictor of the US than it is on the second
compound trial. Why does the Cue X condition normally on the first trial if on this
trial it is the worst possible predictor of the
US, h~ving neverbefore beencorrelated with
the US?
To escapethis contra.diction Mackintosh
simply assumesthat only the intensity of X,
not its predictability, influences its associability on the first compound trial. Whether
one considersthis an internal paradox of his
theory or an ad hoc restatement of the data
is a matter of taste.
Despite this difficulty, Pearce and Hall
(1980) write that "the successof Mackintosh's model. ..convinces us that the principle it embodies-the modification of CS
associability as a result of the consequences
of one trial influencing conditioning on the
next-must be a part of any successfultheOry" (p. 537).
Wagner(1976, 1978)hasattempted to give
Mackintosh's ad hoc assumption a physical
basis by assuming "that the associability of
a CS is inversely related to the strength of an
associationbetweenthe CS and the context"
(Pearce & Hall, 1980, p. 549). Pearce and
Hall (1980) criticize Wagner's concept by
noting that "it is very difficult to see how a
surprising shock omission. ..or shock increase. ..after a CS can reducethe strength
of the association between the CS.and the
context and thus restore associability" (p.
549). Their criticism does not distinguish
between the processing of an event that is
unexpected within a given context and the
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processing of an event that is followed by an
unexpected US. I will suggest below how
such distinctions tend to be blurred within
these formal models and how they can be
clarified using a physically based model
4. The Needjor
Mechanisms

Behaviorally Unobservable

The seriousness of the dilemma into which
conditioning data have driven the formal
models can be appreciated from the following considerations: Mackintosh (1975) says
that events that have expected consequences
are processed, whereas Pearce and Hall (1980)
say that events that have unexpected consequences are processed. Both viewpoints
are, moreover, supported by unimpeachable
data. If the data support the idea that both

expectedand unexpectedevents are processed, then why have the formal theories
avoided this conclusion?
The statement that both expected and unexpected events are processed can easily become predictively vacuous in a formal model,
because such a model cannot easily distinguish the sense in which expected and un-

expectedeventsare processedin different
ways. The alternative conclusion-that
expected and unexpected events are processed
in the same way-is dangerousiy close to saying that all events are processed in the same
way, which is patently false.
Conditioning data need a theory that can
avoid these fatal pitfalls. Such a theory must
explain the sense in which expected and unexpected events are processed by different
mechanisms. It must carefully delineate the
properties of these mechanisms to avoid becoming vacuous or patently false. It must
show how these properties can be empirically
tested. Because expected and unexpected
events are all just events on the behaviorally
observable level, such a theory needs to establish a link with the behaviorally unobservable structures within which these processing distinctions can be physically interpreted and validated.
5. Causality Violation on the Behaviorally
Observable Level

\

The step toward theories that invoke be"'
haviorally unobservable processes in a sub-
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stantive way runs againstthe grain for many
psychologiststoday. This is true despite the
fact that as a body of psychological data becomesmore mature and quantitative, it bears
more sharply on the behaviorally unobservable mechanisms that generatethese data.
An important experiment that further
demonstrates that conditioning data have
reached this level of maturity was conducted
by Mackintosh et al. (1977) and is reviewed
by Pearce and Hall (1980). I will indicate
below that an interpretation of these data
using only behaviorally observablevariables
violates the causality of the conditioning process. To reject causality is tantamount to
denying the very existence of a predictive
conditioning theory. For my purposes,I will
summarize only one aspect of this experiment.
In Part 1 of the experiment, all rats experienced four trials on which a light (CS)
was followed by a shock (US). In Part 2 of
the experiment, two groups of rats received
an additional single compound light-tone
trial. In one group (Group 1) the light-tone
compound was followed by a single shock.
In the other group (Group 2), the light-tone
compound was followed by two successive
shocks that were presented 10 sec apart. A
recall trial with the tone alone showedessentially identical fear conditioning to the tone
in both groups. In other words, the second
shock seems not to have affected tone conditioning.
The remarkable feature of the experiment
becomes apparent when one considers two
other groups of rats tested in Part 3 of the
experiment. One of these groups (Group 3)
received the same training as Group 1 did
plus an additional compound light-tone trial
followed by a single shockbefore a recall trial
with the tone CS. The other group (Group
4) received the same training as did Group
2 plus an additional compound light-tone
trial followed by a single shockbefore a recall
trial with the tone CS. In other words, Part
3 of the experiment ~imi>ly added an identical learning manipulation onto the Group
1 and 2 learning paradigms, which by themselveselicited the same reaction to the tone.
Remarkably, the tone exhibited better fear
conditioning for Group 4 than for Group 3.
This is a fascinating experimental finding.

How can a test after identical second compound trials have different effectsif tests after
different first compound trials had identical
effects?This experiment seemsto violate causality on the behaviorally observable level
and forces us to turn to behaviorally unobservablemechanisms for an explanation.
6. Some Unpredicted Data
The internal contradictions within the formal models are associated with predictive
limitations. Pearceand Hall (1980) note that
they cannot explain the following phenomena: (a) If two CSs differ markedly in their
intensity or salience,the more salientcue can
overshadowthe less salient cue, but not conversely(p. 541; Mackintosh, 1976). (b) Overshadowingeffectscan sometimes occur when
only a singletrial of compound conditioning
is given (p. 541; Mackintosh, 1971; Mackintosh & Reese,1979). (c) The associability
of a stimulus followed by surprising food remains high for future conditioning involving
food but not for future conditioning involving shock(p. 550; Dickinson & Mackintosh,
1979). (d) Low associabilityof a stimulus can
be restoredby presentingit in a novel context
(p. 550; Dexter & Merrill, 1969;Lantz, 1973;
Lubow, Rifkin, & Alek, 1976). (e) The occurrence of a surprising event soon after a
conditioning trial can influence learning on
that trial (p. 550; Kremer, 1979; Wagner,
Rudy, & Whitlow, 1973). All of these phenomena can be explained by my theory. See
Sections33-45.
7. Formal Versus:Physical Concepts:A
Second Type ofLTM?
Formal models have an advantage over
heuristic data analysis in that they commit
one's thinking to' a more precise, and therefore disconfirmable, set of concepts. Formal
models also need to be compared with other
related concepts in the theoretical literature
to check their tenability as physical constructs. The main conditioning equations of
the Pearceand Hall (1980) theory lead to a
major qualitative conclusion when this comparison is made, namely, that "associability"
is controlled by a form ofLTM distinct from
the L TM that is encoded by associative
strength.
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Equations 4 and 5 for the following reason:
On the A+B+ trials, VAand VBare eachassumed to approach X evenbefore compound
AB trials begin. Because, by definition, V2:
= VA + VB,this cannot happen becauseas
soon as V2:~ X, ~VA ~ 0 and ~VB ~ O. In
other words, the Wagnerand Rescorla(1972)
model, when consistently applied, is inconsistent with the fact that more suppression
can occur after A+B+trials than after AB+

trials.
Rescorla and Wagner (1972) clearly intended that VB should be irrelevant when
only Cue A is presentedand that VA should
be irrelevant when only Cue B is presented.
Such a concept is needed to eliminate the
effect of VB on the VA asymptote during A
trials, and of VA on the VBasymptote during
B trials. The switching on and off of an
event's momentary relevance occurs rapidly
on a trial-by-trial basis, whereasthe growth
of the associative strengths VA and VB is
slowly varying across trials. Let us call the
distinction betweenthe rapid modulation of
an event's activity and the slow changes in
its associative strengths the difference between STM and LTM.
Had Wagner and Rescorla (1972) explicitly faced this processingimplication of their
own data, they might have redefined V2:as
V2:= SAV~+ SBVB,

(7)

where SA and SB are the signals elicited by
the active STM representations of Cues A
and B, respectively. Then, If only A is presented, SA = 0 and V2:depends only on VB,
whereasif only B is presented,SB = 0 and V2:
depends only on VA.
Term SAVA in Equation 7 can be physically interpreted as follows: The STM-activated signal SAreads out the L TM trace VA
via a gating, or multiplicative, action SAVA.
Such an L TM gating action appearsprominently in my work. It is, for example, crucial
in my approachto serial and paired-associate
verbal learning (Grossberg,1969b; Grossberg
&Pepe, 1971),free recall (Grossberg,1978a,
1978b), and cognitive development (Grossberg, 1976a, 1976b, 1978b, 1980),as well as
in my studies of conditioning and attention
(Grossberg,1968,1969a,1969b, 1969c, 1971,
1972a, 1972b, 1974, 1975, 1976a, 1976b,
1978a, 1978b, 1980, 1981b, 1982a, 1982b).

Once the modification in Equation 7 is
accepted, it becomes clear that the model
must undergo a more major revision. This
is true because the left-hand side and the
right-hand side of Equation 7 are not dimensionally the same. The right-hand side
can fluctuate rapidly through time with SA
and SB,whereasthe left-hand side is a slowly
varying associative strength. This observation could have already beenmade about the
term A -.V 2;in Equations 4 and 5, because
US intensity A is a rapidly varying (STM)
quantity, whereas V2; is a slowly varying
(LTM) quantity. Replacing V2;by SAVA +
SBVBin A-V 2;avoids the problem of mixing
apples with oranges if we interpret A SAVA-SB VBasthe amount by which a commonly shared STM representation is activated by the combined effects of A and the
LTM-gated signalsS"V A and SBVB.
This commonly shared STM representation cannot be the separaterepresentations
of either Cue A or Cue B. Moreover, activationofthis new representationdependson
the choice of reinforcer, because an associative strengthlearned with respectto a shock
is not the same as an associative strength
learned with respect to' a food reinforcer.
Even within the Rescorla-Wagnermodel, V2;
feelsthe influence of a particular US's intensity A. In my theory this new type of STM
representation is called a drive representa-

tion.
An internal analysis of the Rescorla-Wagner equation has hereby distinguished sensory representationsfor cues such'as A and
B from drive representations corresponding
to distinct reinforcing actions such as food,
fear; and sex. Becauseeach Cue A might be
conditioned to any of severaldrive representations, we need to study how the pattern of
L TM associativestrengths Vjj, leadi:ngfrom
the ith sensoryrepresentationto the jth drive
representation, evolves through time. Once
we accept the fact that the ith sensoryrepresentation can read out a pattern of LTMgated signals SjV ij across several drive representations (indexed by i), we need to
discover an STM decision rule whereby incompatible drive representationscan generate consistent observablebehavior. We also
needto discovera law for the selectivechange
of Vij due to the STM signal Sj of the, ith CS
and the intensity A; of the ith US.

CONDITIONING AND ATTENTION

9. Secondary Conditioning Implies That
Cue and Drive RepresentationsAre Distinct
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that some new theoretical principles are
neededto go much further. The abovetheoretical exercisenonethelessclarifies my conNow that we have in mind sets not only
tention that the demand for explicit processof CSs but also of USs, we can use the fact
any theoretical
that prior conditioning can transform a CS ing descriptions-within
framework-rapidly
leads
either
to imporinto the US of a later secondaryconditioning
tant new concepts or to unforeseen contraexperiment to constrain this law. In partic- dictions.
ular, the asymmetric role of US intensity Aj
and of CS intensity Sj in the modified ResSome General
corIa-Wagner equation,
PsychophysiologicalConcepts
~Vij = ajj(Aj -L
SkVkfl,
(8)
10. An Alternative ProcessingFramework:
k
Complementary Attentional and Orienting
Subsystems
shows that this equation cannot be strictly
correct. I suggestthat this problem of the
Having summarized some difficulties of
Rescorla-Wagner framework is the reason one theoretical stre~m, I will compare the
why Pearceand Hall needto assumethat two two streams-notably their explanations of
types of LTM exist (Section 33). Equation expectancies, extinction, and STM prim8 also includes the Widrow-Hoffequation on ing-after my review of the second stream
which Sutton and Barto (1981) build.
is complete. To start the review, I will sketch
The same argument shows that a second- in broad strokes the general framework of
ary US representation is not a drive repre- my theory. Then I will review in more precise
sentation, becausea CS representationis not terms the severaldesignprinciples and mecha drive representation. Hence, conditioning anisms that I need to quantify this framefrom a CS to a drive representationis not the work.
same processas conditioning from a CS to
In my theory an interaction betweentwo
a US representation. This conclusion runs functionally complementary subsystems is
counter to the Pearceand Hall (1980) asser- neededto processexpected and unexpected
tion "that the amount of learning is deter- events(Grossberg,1975). A precursor of this
mined by the amount of simultaneous pro- concept is developed in the distinguished
cessingthat the representationsof the CS and psychophysiological article of Routtenberg
US receive in the processor" (p. 550).
(1968) on the "two-arousal hypothesis." My
In light of the above argument, it is not conception of these two subsystemswill be
clear what "the processor" might physically seento deviate from Routtenberg's view in
represent, because CS representations and severalbasic ways (Section 27).
drive representations are qualitatively disExpected events are processed within a
tinct concepts. In fact, Pearce and Hall consummatory, or attentional, subsystem.
(1980) note their model's inability to explain This subsystemestablisheSever more precise
the Dickinson and Mackintosh (1979) data internal representations of and responsesto
on selective effects of distinct reinforcers on expectedcues. It alSQbuilds up the learned
associability and go on to say, "One way for expectations that are used to characterize
our model to accommodate this result is to operationally the sense in which expected
propose that there are separateprocessorsf01 cuesare expected.The attentional subsystem
learning about different reinforcers such as is, however, incapable of adapting to unexfood and shock" (p. 5.50). A large body of pected environmental changes. Left to its
data other than that of Dickinson and Mack- own devices, it would elicit ever more rigid,
intosh (1979) also suggestssuch a concept. even perseverative,reactions to the environMy articles (Grossberg, 1971, 1972a, 1972b, ment, much as hippocampectomized rats do
1975, 1982a) review some of these data in not orient to a novel stimulus while they are
indulging in consummatory activity, such as
light of the drive representationconcept.
This type of internal analysis of the Res- running toward a reward. Such rats cannot
corIa-Wagner framework can be continued, "shift attention during the presentation of a
but the breakdown of Equation 8 indicates novel stimulus or in a mismatch situation"
/
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(O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978,p. 250). The second
subsystem is an orienting subsystem that
overcomesthe rigidity of the attentional subsystem when unexpected events occur and
enables the attentional subsystemto adapt
to new reinforcement and expectationalcontingencies.
Part of the difficulty in understandingconditioning and attentional data is due to the
fact that these two subsystemsinteract in a
subtle fashion. I will review in the following
sections how both expectedand unexpected
events start to be processedby the attentional
subsystem.When an unexpected event mis-

dividual cells, or nodes, do not possessthis
knowledge? flow does a network transmute
this knowledge into the difference between
slow and fast rates of adaptation, respectively? Classical examples of the stabilityplasticity balance are found in the work of
Held and his colleagueson rapid visual adaptation to discordant visuomotor data in
adults (Held, 1961, 1967; Held & Hein;
1963) and in the work of Wallach and his
colleagueson rapid visual adaptation to discordant cues for the kinetic depth effect and
cues for retinal disparity (Wallach & Karsh,
1963a, 1963b;Wallach, Moore, & Davidson,
matchesan active expectancywithin this 1963).
subsystem;the orienting subsystemis disinBecauseof the fundamental nature of the
hibited. The orienting subsystemacts to rap- stability-plasticity dilemma, the mechanisms
idly reset STM within the attentional sub- from which the two complementary subsyssystemas it simultaneously energizesan ori- temsare built have properties that imply psychophysiological, neurophysiological, and
enting response.
By contrast, an expectedeventmatches an pharmacological predictions. For example,
active expectancywithin the attentional sub- on the psychophysiological level, the disinsystem. This matching processamplifies the hibition of the orienting subsystemdue to an
STM activity patterns that are currently ac- expectancy mismatch is suggestedto corretive within the attentional subsystem.These spond to the mismatch-negativity compoamplified, or resonant, STM activities inhibit nent of the N200 evoked potential complex.
the orienting subsystem as they simulta- The STM reset in the attentional subsystem
neously drive adaptive L TM changes, in- is suggested.to correspond to a P300 evoked
cluding the learning of new expectancies,in- potential. The origin of the mismatch-negaternal representations(chunks), and habits. tivity component in the orienting subsystem
and its role in generatinga P300 suggestsa
relatiol:tship between the P300 and the ori11. .The Stability-Plasticity Dilemma and
enting reaction. The resonant STM activity
Evoked Potential Correlates
that derives from an expectancymatch in the
The complementary attentional and ori- attentional subsystemis suggestedto correenting subsystems, indeed all the mecha- spond to the processing-negativitycomponisms that I will use, arise as the solution to nent oftheN200 evoked potential complex.
a fundamental design problem concerning
This psychophysiological interpretation
the self-organization (e.g., development, leads to a number of interdisciplinary prelearning) of new internal representations dictions (Grossberg,1982a).For example, in
(Grossberg, 1976a, 1976b, 1978b, 1980, Section 35, I suggestthat the tone on the
1982a, 1982b). I call this problem the sta- second compound trial in Group 4 of the
bility-plasticity dilemma.
Mackintosh, Bygrave and Picton (1977) exThe stability-,plasticity dilemma concerns periment is more unexpected than the tone
how internal representations can mainta:in on the second compound trial in Group 3,
themselves in a stable fashion against the and should therefore elicit a larger P300
erosive effects of behaviorally irrelevant en- evoked potential.
Sections 12-25 review the concepts that
vironmental fluctuations yet can nonetheless adapt rapidly i~ response to environ- I use to mechanize the attentional and orimental fluctuations that are crucial to sur- enting subsystems.Then Sections26-51 use
vival. How does a network as a whole know these concepts to explain conditioning and
the difference between behaviorally irrele- attentional data and to compare my theory
vant and relevant events even though its in- with the formal models.

,
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12. Gated Dipoles
The gated dipole designis neededto reset
STM. In the present theory the term STM
refers collectively-to the suprathreshold activities of STM traces. An STM trace is computed at a network node where it equals the
average potential of the cell, or cell population, that is represented by the node. An
STM trace can passivelydecayat a node, but
the important operations in the theory transform these traces in ways other than by passive decay. In particular, STM reset refersto
a rapid change in STM, notably the rapid
shutting off of activity at a subset of previously active nodes and the rapid turning on
of activity at a subset of previously inactive
nodes. The STM activities at different types
of nodes represent different psychological
processes.The gated dipoles to be discussed
below are, for example, assumed to occur
both in cognitive and in motivational networks. Activity of a gate4 dipole node in a
cognitive network may representthe occurrence of a certain perceptual feature or a certain temporal ordering of events in an experiment. Activity of a gated dipole node in
a motivational network may, by contrast,
measurethe level of perceived fear or relief.
The theory suggeststhat similar formal properties obtain in gated dipoles whereverthese
dipoles are placed in a network. The theory
also suggestshow to place thesemechanisms
in different types of networks and how to
interpret their formal properties in thesedifferent contexts.
The gated dipole designshows how slowly
accumulating'transmitter substancesgatethe
signals in parallel network pathways before
these pathways compete to elicit net on-cell
or off-cell STM responses(Figure 1). These
responsesinclude a sustainedon-responseto
cue onset and a transient antagonistic off-response,or rebound, to either cue offset or to
arousal onset. The off-reactions drive the
STM reset.
One way to motivate the antagonistic rebound concept is to ask, How does offset of
an event act as a cue for a learned response?
For example, suppose that I wish to pressa
lever in response to the offset of a light. If
light offset simply turned off the cells that
code for light being on, then there would be
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no cells whose activity could selectivelyelicit
the lever-press response after the light was
turned off. Light offset must also selectively
turn on cells that will transiently be active
after the light is shut off; The activity of these
off-cells (the cells that are turned on by light
offset) can then activate the motor commands leading to the lever press. Let us call
the transient activation of the off-cell by cue
offset antagonistic rebound.
In a reinforcement context I claim that
such an antagonistic rebound is the basis for
a relief reaction (Denny, 1971) upon offset
of a sustained fear-eliciting cue. In a perceptual context I claim that such an antagonistic
rebound is the basis for a negative aftereffect
upon offset of a sustained image (Brown,
1965, p. 483; Helmholtz, 1866, 1866/1962).

13. AntagonisticReboundto Cue Offset
I will now describe a minimal model capable of eliciting a sustained on-responseto
onset of a cue and a transient antagonistic
rebound to offset of the cue. The intuitive
postulates that led to the model's original
derivation are given in Grossberg(1972b).
An alternative derivation is given in Grossberg (1980, Appendix E). An extended discussion and mathematical analysis of the
gated dipole is found in Grossberg(1981b,
1982a). Herein I will merely provide an intuitive description of a gated dipole.
Consider Figure 1. In Figure 1 (a), a nonspecific arousal input I is delivered equally
to both the on-channel and the off-channel,
whereasa test input J (e.g., light or shock)
is delivered only to the on-channel. These
inputs activate the potentials XI and X2,
which createsignals81and 82 in the on-channel and off-channel respectively. Because
I+J>I,
XI>X2, and consequently, 81>
82. What happens next is crucial.'
The square synapsesare assumedto contain chemical transmitters 21 and 22, respectively. Each transmitter slowly accumulates to a target level. The slow accumulation rate is essential to the model'!
properties. The target level is achieved by al l
constant trans~ittet production rate that i!
reduced by feedbackinhibition proportional
to the transmitter concentration. When a signal 81 reachesthe synaptic knobs containin~

.

,,
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says that 8\ and 2. interact via mass action
to elicit T\.ln particular, if either 8\ = 0 or
2. = 0, then T. = O.
ON
One proves that if 8\ > 82, then T. > T2.
1 Xs Xe'
That is, transmitter is releasedat a fasterrate
COMPETITION
by larger signals.Consequently, potential X3
exceedspotential X4. These potentials then
GATE
emit competing signals.Potential Xs wins the
l21
competition overX6 and emits output signals
SIGNAL
82
that are the on-reaction of the network.
I X.'
(a)
So far everything seemsquite elementary.
Only now do we exploit the slow accumulation rate and the transmitter gating law to
I ,
TEST AROUSAL
show how a transient antagonistic rebound
L.L--1INPUT
INPUT
is
generated by rapid offset of J.
t
(J)
(1)
The fastertransmitter depletion rate in the
on-channel than in the off-channel when J
is on implies that 2. < 22, despite the fact
+
that 8\2. > 8222. When J is shut off, both
channels receive the equal arousal input [.
TONIC
The potentials X. and X2 rapidly equalize,
CELLS
as do the signals8. and 82. By contrast, the
(\I)
inequality 2\ < 22 persists because transmitter accumulates slowly. Thus, right after
Jshuts off, 8.2\ < 8222,X3 < X4,and the offchannel wins the signal competition. An antagonistic rebound is thereby initiated.
The rebound is transient becausethe transFigure 1. Two examples of gated dipoles. In Panela the
phasic input J and the arousal input I add in the on- mitters gradually respond to the equal signals
channel, therebyactivating the short-term memory trace [by reachinga common level 2\ = 22. Then
XI. The arousal input I also perturbs the short-term 8\2\ = 8222, and the competition shuts off
memory trace X2 in the off-channel. Consequently,XI >
X2. Then XI and X2 elicit signalsj(XJ andj(Xv in their the rebound.
There exist many variations on the gated
respectivepathways. BecauseXI > X2,j(XJ >j(Xv also.
Each signal is gated (multiplied) by an excitatory trans- dipole theme. Figure 1 (b) points out-that the
mitter Z. or Z2 (in the square synapses)beforethe gated slow transmitters can be inhibitory transsignalsj(XJZI andj(XvZ2 activate their target cells. The mitters within a two-synapse disinhibitory
short-term memory traces Xs and X6 then satisfy Xs >
X6. Each short-term memory trace elicits an excitatory pathway rather than excitatory transmitters
signal down its own pathway, and an inhibitory signal within a one-synapsepathway. I interpret
to the other pathway. The net effect after competition dopamine or noradrenaline to be the slow
takes place is an output from the on-channel. The text inhibitory transmitters in motivational and
describes how a rapid offset of J triggers an antagonistic cognitive dipoles. The other inhibitory transrebound that transiently excitesthe off-channel. In Panel
b another version of a gated dipole is depicted. Here mitter is often interpreted as gamma amieachexcitatory gating pathwayis replacedby a two-stage nobutyric acid (Groves, Young, & Wilson,
disinhibitory pathway that is constructed from two suc- 1978).The disinhibitory concept rationalizes
cessiveinhibitory links. The cells that receivethesetrans- many effects of drugs such as amphetamine,
mitter signals are assumed to be tonic (internally and
chlorpromazine, 6-hydroxydopamine, and
persistentlyactivated). The net effect of an input to the
two-stage disinhibitory pathway is to releaseits output monoamine oxidase inhibitors on behavior
cell from tonic inhibition and thereby excite it.
(Grossberg, 1972b, 1982a). A single cell,
rather than an intercellular network as in
Figure
1, can also act like a gated dipole.
2" transmitteris releasedat a rate proportional to T, = 8,2" The multiplicativeeffect Such a dipole is suggestedto exist in verteof 2, on 8, to yield T, is calledtransmitter brate photoreceptors (Carpenter & Grossgatingof the signal8,. The gating law just berg, 1981) wherein calcium is suggestedto
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act asthe gating chemical. A full understand- erty of arousal,becausethis precisionhasiming of the gated dipole concept requires that portant implications for my explanation of
we be able to distinguish the varied anatom- overshadowing. The following remarkable
ical substrates of gated dipoles from their property holds in the gated dipole of Figure
commonly shared functional properties.
}. (a) if the signals81 and 82 are linear functions of their respective inputs. The off-re14. Antagonistic Rebound to Arousal Onset
bound size in responseto a sustained input
A surprising fact about gateddipoles is that J and a sudden arousal increment of size
a sudden arousal increment AI can trigger ill above the previous arousal level I is
an antagonistic rebound despitethe fact that
-A)+1) ,
Off = (A ABJ(ill
+ 1+ J)(A
(9)
both the on-channel and the off-channel receive equal arousal inputs (Figure 2). This
mathematical property forced me to realize where A and B are positive constants. Note
that an unexpected event, by triggering a that a positive off-reaction occurs only if
burst. of nonspecific arousal, could discon- ill > A. This criterion is independent of J,
firm anon-reaction by tapidly and selectively which means that an arousal increment ill
inhibiting it, thereby resetting STM.
that is sufficiently largeto rebound any dipole
I should be more precise about this prop- will be large enough to rebol,lnd all dipoles

J

I

t
ON-CELL
ACTIVITY

OFF-CELL
ACTIVITY

t
Figure 2. On and off responsesof gated dipoles. After a gated dipole's transmitters equilibrate to an onchannelphasic input J, an antagonisticrebound or off-responsecan begeneratedby either rapidly shutting
off the phasic input J or rapidly turning up the level of nonspecific arousal I. The latter type of rebound
can resetshort-term memory in responseto an unexpected event that triggersa momentary arousal burst
from the orienting subsystem.
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node in p(2) is capable of sending feedback

(2) signals to a subset of nodes acrossp(.I). Before

signals reach their target cells, they are

J'
FigUre 3. Short-term memory activity at a population
J'j(2)in F(2) releasesa signal SjoThis signal is gated by
the long-term memory trace Zft on its way to a population Vp> in F(I). All these gated signals add at Vp>to
generate a total input E; = Lj Sj Zft. The pattern E =
(E.o E2' ...0 Em) of feedbacksignals is an expectation.

in a field. More precisely, if the arousal increment is large enough, then all active di..
poles will simultaneously be rebounded. This
is becausethe size of the rebound is an increasing function of the on-input J and
equals 0 if J = O. Thus, rebound size is selective despite the fact that all active dipoles
can be rebounded at once. I identify activation of the arousal source which resetsthe
STM of a dipole field with the mismatchnegativity component of the N200 evoked
potential complex. The STM reset event itself is identified with the P300 evoked potential.
Given that a sudden burst of nonspecific
arousal can selectivelyreseta field of on-cells
and off-cells, we need to consider how this
arousal level' is regulated. The theory explicates the idea that surprising events are
arousing.

15. What Is an Expectation?
To discuss a surprising or unexpected
event, we needto define what an expectation
is and how it is computed. In my theory severallevels of network processinginteract to
build up new internal representations.To fix
ideas, considertwo successivelevels F(I) and
F(2) in this network hierarchy. Each active

gated by L TM traces that exist at the ends
of the signalpathways(Figure 3). This gating
action multiplies the signal and the LTM
trace, just like the gating action of the transmitters in a gated dipole. In more precise
terms, denote the feedback signal from the
jth node Vj(2)in p(2)to the ith node VII) in
p(l) by Sj. Denote the L TM trace in this feedback pathway by Zft. Then the net signal received by vII) from Vj(2)is SjZft. All these
signalsadd up to VII) to generatea total signal
Ej = L
j

SjZft

(10)

at VII). The pattern
E = (EI, E2, ...,

E'1I)

(11)

of total feedbacksignals from F(2) to F(I) is
identified with an expectation. An expectation is not an L TM trace or a family ofL TM
traces.It is not defined with respectto a single
cell. It is a feedback pattern derived from
LTM-gated signaling across the entire network. Becausethe signals Sj depend on the
momentary STM activities of the nodes in
F(2),the expectationcan quickly changeeven
if there are no changes in the L TM traces.
The signal Sjis an STM probe that reads out
the L TM pattern (Zjl, Zj2, ..., Zjm)as part
of the expectation E.
The pattern E is called an expectationbecause the L TM trace Zft can change when
the signalSf from Vj(2)and the STM activity
Xj(l) of vII are actIve long enough for the
slowly varying L TM trace to respond to
them. When this happens, the pattern (Zjl,
Zfl, ..., ~m) of L TM traces can .learn the
pattern {XI I), X!I), ..., Xm(I»ofSTM activities (Grossberg, 1967, 1969c, 1972c, 1974).
As the STM pattern across F(I) is encoded
by J'j(2),S
L TM traces, it becomesthe pattern
that J'j(2)expectsto find at F(I) when it is
active. Later STM activation of J'j(2)reads
this L TM pattern into the expectation E via
the gating action of the L TM traces Zft on
the signal Sj. This gated signal pattern equals
E only when J'j(2)is the only active node in
F(2). When more than one node is active
across P(2), E is a weighted average of the
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L TM patterns of all the active cells (Grossberg, 1968, 1976a, 197(jb, 1980).
Neurophysiological evidence for the existenceof such feedbackexpectancies,or templates, can .be found in the distinguished
work of Freeman (1975,1980,1981) on the
olfactory system.
16. UnexpectedEvents Trigger a
Mismatch-Modulated Arousal Burst

which thereupon resets STM across F(2)via
selectiveantagonistic rebounds.
At a moment when the feedback expectation E is active across F(I) (Figure 4 [aD,
supposethat an external event causesa feedforward input pattern U to be received by
F(I) (Figure 4 [bD. Suppose that U mismatches E (in a sensethat is defined in Section 24). In my theory such a mismatch
rapidly inhibits STM activity across F(I)
Having defined an expectation, I can now (Figure 4 [cD. Attenuating the STM activity
more easily describe how an unexpected in F(I) eliminates the inhibitory signal that
event atp(l) triggers an arousal burst to p(2), F(I) deliversto the orienting, or arousal, sub-

(8)

FEEDFORWARD

INPUT

(bi

AROUSAL

MISMATCH

(=~==~:::)
lC)

ld)

Figure 4. Mismatch-modulated arousal. In Panel a, a subliminal feedbackexpectancyE from F(2)to F(I)
is maintained by short-term memory signaling from F(2). In Panel b, Ii feedforward input pattern U is
also registered at F(I) as it si~ultaneously activates the arousal branch a. In Panel c the mismatch
betweenthe two patterns acrossF(I) attenuates activity at this level. In Panel d inhibition at F(I) removes
inhibition from F(I) to a, thereby permitting a to unleash an arousal burst acrossF(2). Had the feedforward input m~tched the feedbackexpectancy,the amplified activity at F(I) would have inhibited the
arousal sourcea.
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systema when p(l) is active. Becausea also
receivesexcitatory input due to the external
event, the arousalsubsystema is disinhibited
and releasesa burst of nonspecific arousal
across p(2)(Figure 4 [dJ).
This description of the disinhibition of a
assumesthat an external event excites both
the attentional and the orienting subsystems.
but that the orienting subsystem can only
releasesignals when a mismatch within the
attentional subsystemoccurs. An early precursor of this idea is the Hebb (1955) hypothesis that every event has a cue and a
vigilance, or arousal,function, A more recent
correlate is my interpretation of a asthe generator of the mismatch-negativity evoked
potential (Na8:tanen, Hukkanen, & Jarvi.
lechto, 19,80).A subtle aspect of this interpretation is that the mismatch occurs in the
attentional subsystem,whereasthe disinhibited mismatch negativity is elicited in the
orienting subsystem.
17. STM Reset VersusSTM Resonance
Before explaining how a pattern mismatch
acrossp(J) can attenuate STM activity there,
I need to discuss what happens if a pattern
match occurs acrossp(J). By definition, such
a match means that the external input that
causesthe feedforward pattern U is expected
with respectto the feedback pattern E. The
effect of this, match is to amplify the STM
activities of the matched pattern acrossp(J).
Thus, a mismatch attenuates all activity
across P(J), whereas a match amplifies patterned STM activity across p(J). I call the
amplification of STM activity in a feedback
module such as p(J) and p(2) an STM resonance(Grossberg, 1976b, 1978b, 1980).
Neurophysiological evidence for the existence of STM resonancehas been described
in ~he olfactory system by Freeman (1975,
1980, 1981)and in the visual systemby Singer (1977, 1979). On a psychophysiological
level, I identify this amplification of STM
activity due to a pattern match with the processing-negativityor match-detectorcomponent of the N200 evoked potential complex
(Grossberg, 1982a).
We have hereby been led to distinguish
two functionally distinct actions of expected
and unexpectedevents. Expected events can

generate an STM resonance,whereas unexpectedevents can trigger selectiveSTM reset.
A subtle aspectof thesecomplementary STM
transactionsis that both of them occur within
the attentional subsystem,although only one
of them is mediated by the orienting subsystem. In other words, the organization of the
brain into structurally complementary subsystemsdoes not correspond in an obvious
way to theJunctional complementarity in the

processingof expected and unexpected
events.
A deeper subtlety of this functional interaction is implicit in the previous discussion
and will be rendered explicit in Section 26.
There I will conclude that the very STM resonance that representspaying attention to an
event actively prepares the attentional subsystemto be resetby the orienting subsystem.
An STM resonance-does this by selectively
depleting, or habituating, the transmitter
gates in the active channels of the gated dipoles from which F(2) is constructed. If an
arousal burst perturbs these dipoles, then
STM will be,rapidly reset.

18. Chunkingand Expectancy
Learning
The conceptsof STM resetand STM resonance become fully meaningful when they
are used to describe how the stability-plasticity dilemma is solved, notably how new
internalare
representations
(chunks) and expectancies
learned and remembered.
.
To complete this description, I assume
that F(I) can sendfeedforward signalsto F(2).
The feedback expectancy signals from F(2)
to F(I) are thus part of a reciprocal exchange
of signals between successivelevels in the
network hierarchy. Anatomical correlates of
this reciprocal exchange are the reciprocal
thalamocortical connections that seem to
occur in all thalamoneocortical systems
(Macchi & Rinvik, 1976; Tsumoto, Creutzfeldt, & Legendy, 1976). Psychological correlates of this reciprocal exchange are the
processesof recognition and recall that, when
regulated by STM reset operations, lead to
r&cpidhypothesis testing, or search, through
associative memory (Grossberg, 1978a,
1978b).
The signals from F(I) to F(2)are gated by
L TM tracesbefore the signalsreachtheir tar-
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get cells. Then the gated signalsare summed
at each target cell, just as in Equation 10.
The reader with some engineering background will recognize that the transformation from an output signal pattern S = (Sl,
S2, ...Sm) to an input signal pattern T =
(Tl' T2,..., Tn),where ~= LjSjZij,defines
a linear filter. Becausethe L TM traces Zij can
changeas a function of experience,this filter
is called an adaptivefilter. Both the adaptive
filter due to F(l) -F(2) feedforward signaling
and the learned expectation due to F(2)F(l) feedbacksignaling obey the same gating
laws and laws of associativelearning. Their
different intuitive interpretations are due to
their different locations within the network
as a whole.
When learning occurs in the L TM traces
of the F(l) -F(2) pathways,1he same input
pattern U to F(l) will elicit a different STM
pattern acrossF(2). Speakingintuitively, the
internal representation of U across F(2) has
changed.Just as an expectationis influenced
by the F(2)-F(l)
LTM traces, but is not
identical with these traces, an internal representation is influenced by the F(I) -F(2)
L TM traces, but is not identical with these
traces.
19; The Code ofAdaptive Resonances
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from,F(I) to F(2)are therebyamplified so that
STM activity across F(2) is also amplified.
Then the signals from F(2) to F(I) are amplified, and the entire network locks into an
STM resonance.This global STM event defines the perceptual or attentive moment.
Resonant STM activities can be encoded
in L TM becausethey ,are large enough and
last long enough for the L TM traces to respond to them. An STM resonanceis thus
a context-sensitive global interpretation of
the input data that signifies that the network
as a whole considersthis interpretation worthy of being adaptively incorporated into the
network's memory structure. I call the dynamic processwhereby L TM adaptsto resonant STM patterns an adaptive resonance.
Using the notion of adaptive .resonance,
it is now easyto state what the perceptual or
cognitive code of a network is, although the
simplicity of this statement hides numerous
subtleties and the need for much future scientific work. The code of a netW(>rkis the set
of stableadaptive resonancesthat it can sup..
port in respC5nse
to a prescribed input environment.
JamesGibson's lifelong ingenuity asa student of perceptual phenomena led him to
conclude that the perceptual system "resonates to the invariant structure or is attuned
to it" (Gibson, 1979, p. 249). Gibson has
beencriticized for emphasizingthe phenomenal immediacy of perception at the cost of
underemphasizing its processing substrates
(Ullman, 1980). We can now understand
that Gibson's emphasiswas based on a correct intuition. The many processing steps,
such as adaptive filtering, STM activation,
readout offeedbackexpecta~cies, STM mismatch, disinhibition of orienting arousal,
STM reset,and so forth, all involve perfectly
good neural potentials, signals, and transmitters. However they are not accessibleto
consciousness.The conscious experienceis,
I suggest,the resonant or attentive moment,
which seemsto be immediate becauseit is
a global event that energizesthe system as
a whole.

With these comments in hand, I can now
expand the notions of STM resetand STM
resonance to include the self-organization
process. If a feedback expectation E mismatches a feedforward input pattern U, then
STM reset occurs before the L TM traces in
the F(l) -F(2) pathways and the F(2) -F(l)
pathways can change. Consequently, mismatched or erroneous interpretations of the
environment cannot causeadaptive changes
in LTM. The L TM traces can gate presently
active signalsprior to the resetevent and can
thereby alter network activity based on their
past learning. However, the LTM traces are
adaptively blind to present network activity,
including the signals that they gate, because
the L TM traces are slowly varying relative
to the rapid time scale of filtering, mismatch,
and reset.
20. TheNoise-Saturation
Dilemma
By contrast, if a feedback expectation E
Before turning to a consideration of conmatchesa feedforward input pattern U, then
STM is amplified across F(l). The signals ditioning data, we still need to understand

I.
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(a)
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(b)

I

Figure 5. The noise-saturationdilemma. Panela: At low
input intensities, the input pattern (I" 12. ..., I,,) is
poorly registeredin the short-term memory activity pattern (X" X2. ..., X,,) bec~useof internal noise in the
cells. Panelb: At high input intensities,the input pattern
is poorly registered in the short-term memory activity
pattern becauseall of the cells' finitely many excitable
sites get saturated.

how a pattern mismatch attenuates STM activity, how a pattern match amplifies STM
activity, and how an STM resonancedepletes
the on-cell transmitter gate in a gated dipole.
All of these properties follow from a study
of competitive interactions betweenthe cells
at each of the several levels P(I), p(2), ...,
p(n) of the network hierarchy.
The need for competitive interactions fol~
lows from a basic processingdilemma-the
noise-saturation dilemma-that is faced by
all cellular tissues, not only nerve cells, and
must be solved before continuously fluctuating input patterns can be registeredat all.
The noise-saturation dilemma is easy to
state becauseit is so basic. Consider Figure

5. In Figure 5 (a), a differentiated pattern of
inputs Ii is poorly registeredin the activities,
or STM traces, Xi becausethe overall input
intensity is too small to override internal cellularnoise. In Figure 5 (b), all the inputs are
proportionally amplified to escapethe cells'
noisy range without destroyingrelative input
importance (as when the reflectances of a
picture remain constant despite its illumination at successivelyhigher light intensities). Becauseall cellshave only finitely many
excitable sites, the smallest inputs are now
large enough to turn on all the sites of their
receptivecells; hence,the larger inputs might
not be able to differentially excite their receptive cells, becausethere might be no more
sitesto turn on in thesecells. The input differencesare thereby lost becausethe activities
saturate as all the cell sites are activated.
Thus, in a cellular tissue, sensitivity loss can
occur at both low and high input intensities.
As the inputs! fluctuate between these extremes, the possibility of accuratelyregistering input patterns is imperiled.
I proved (Grossberg, 1973) that mass action competitive networks can automatically
retune their sensitivity as inputs fluctuate to
register input differences without noise or
saturation contaminants. See Grossberg
(1980, AppendicesC and D) for a review. In
a neural context these systems are called
shunting on-center off-surround networks.
Otherwise expressed,a network whose cells
obey membrane equations (not additive
equationsrand that interact via an anatomy
with a narrow excitatory focus and broadly
distributed inhibition can automatically retune its sensitivity due to automatic gain control by the inhibitory signals.
21. STM Contrast Enhancementand
Normalization: Hypothesis Testing and
Overshadowingin a Limited-Capacity
System
Becauseof the noise-saturationdilemma,
co~petitive networks are ubiquitous wherever input patterns are accurately registered
and transformed by cells. If these input patterns also needto be storedbeyond the offset
times of the inputs, as in STM representations that can remain active until later reinforcements can act upon them to influence

r
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LTM encoding, then the competitive networks must also be feedback networks (Figure 6) whose positive feedback .loops can reverberate the SiM activities after the inputs
cease.
Competitive feedback networks also exist
for a deeper processing reason that is related
to the stability-plasticity
dilemma. These
networks need to possess the properties of
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contrast enhancement and normalization to
carry out hypothesis testing operations leading to the self-organization of new internal
representations after an u.nexpected event
occurs. The property of contrast enhancement is the capability of the network to attenuate small inputs and amplify large inputs
before storing the contrast enhanced input
pattern in STM. The property of normalization is the tendency of the total suprathreshold STM activity across the network
to be conserved tbrough time.
These properties enable the network to
solve a problem that could prevent it from
adaptively reacting to an unexpected event.
.(I)
MIsmatch across F
causes an S~M reset
across F(2). If the nodes that are actIvated by
F(I) -F(2) signals are hereby inhibited, then
how does F(2) get activated at all by these

Figure6. Two typeso~~ri1~titive net:-",orks.
Panel~:
A feedforw~rd
.c~m~~ltlvenet~orkdehv~rsbothex~tatoryand inhibitory Inputsto Its receptivecells.This
com~titive inputdistributionallowsthecellsto respond
to inputpatternsof widelyvaryingbackgroundintensity
without saturation.Panelb: A feedbackcom~titive
~etworkgener.ates
excitatoryand inhibitory fe~back

al d .
h
..?
sIgn s un~g t e next time mterval.
Why
does the entire network no~ shut down? How
does an unexpected
input to F(l) ever get
encoded if a mismatch shuts down the whole

signalsamong ItSown cells. When these feedbacksignals
are sigmoid, or S-shaped,functions of cell activity, the
network can contrast-enhancethe input pattern before
storing it in short-term memory. This contrast-enhancement pro~rty follows from the sigmoid signal's ability

system?

to suppress, rather than amplify, noise through the netexcitatory feedback loops. The network also tends

.

.work's

.The contrast-enhancement property supplIes part of the answer. Not all of the nodes
in F(2) that receive inputs from F(I) have their
activities stored in STM. Only the nodes that
receive relatively large inputs have their activities stored in STM. Only those nodes
whose activities get stored in STM are reset
by the mismatch-modulated
arousal burst.
The nodes that receive smaller inputs are not

."'--=-

-(;I
.-.::;~~.

'~.

"'"
I
I b1

to conserveits total suprathresholdactivity throul?;h
time.This normalizationpro~rty dynamicallyexplains
the limited capacityof short-termmemoryasa consequenceof solvingthe noise-saturation
dilemma.

STM after the nodes that received large in-puts
are inhibited by dipole rebounds?
The normalization property now comesto
the rescue. The total suprathreshold STM
resetbecausethey did not reverberatein activity tends to be conserved.Becausethe
STM. These latter nodes can still respond to dipole-inhibited nodes can no longer compete for this conservedactivity, the remainthe signals from F(I) to F!2) in the next time
ing input-excited nodes inherit it (Figure 7).
interval.
The contrast-enhancement property thus Thus, the nodesthat fared poorly in the comshows how some input-activated nodes can petition for STM activity in the original field
F(2)fare mucbbetter in the "renormalized"
be spared by the STM reset process. However, this property is not sufficient because field wherein their strongest competitors
have beeninhibited by dipole rebounds.The
these nodes, after all, receive such small inputs that they could not previously rever- successiverenormalization of the field F(2)
berate in STM. Why can they reverberate in by rapid resetevents can be viewed as a type
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fared badly in the feedforward competitive
interaction. The normalization property must
occur after the stage of input delivery, not
before or at this stage.
l -L~~:=~

(a) ~

~

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Renonnalization. The input pattern in Panel
a elicits short-tenD memory activity pattern X;(2)in Panel
b by suppressing small inputs and contrast-enhancing
largeinputs. After Xf) is suppressedby dipole rebounds,
the small input activities inherit nonnalized activity
frQm the suppressedpopulations to elicit the distinct
short-tenD memory activity pattern in Panelc.

of parallel hypothesis testing, or principalcomponent analysis,wherebythe field zooms
in on nodes capable of generating an STM

resonance.
The way in which STM normalization influencesthe processingof unexpectedevents
is relevant to my analysis of overshadowing.
Because of STM normalization, increasing
the STM activity of one representationforces
a decreasein the STM activities of the representations with which the enhanced representation competes. Otherwise expressed,
STM normalization provides a dynamical
explanation of why STM is a limited capacity
system.
It is important to realize tb,at although
competitive feedback networks possessthe
normalization property, competitive feedforward networks do not. An input is small in
a feedforward network becauseit has already

22. Overshadowing
and SigmoidSignal
Functions
The discussion of contrast enhancement
and normalization indicates some properties
that are needed to accomplish hypothesis
testing in responseto an unexpected event.
This discussiondoesnot, however, show how
these properties are obtained or whether
other important properties coexistwith them.
We now need to review this issue in a more
detail~d fashion, becausean important property that we need is still not available.
The needis clarified by consideringa standard overshadowing experiment (Kamin,
1968, 1969).Supposethat an animal receives
a series of CER conditioning trials wherein
a Cue A (such as a light) is followed by a
standard shock US. Let these trials be followed by a seriesof CER conditioning trials
to the compound cue AB (such as a lighttone combination) followed by the same
shock US. A later test of Cue B's ability to
suppressbar pressingfor food shows that its
fearfulness has been blocked by the prior
conditioning of Cue A to the shock. By contrast, if the compound conditioning trials use
a different level of shock as a US than was
used during the conditioning of Cue A, then
the conditionability of Cue B is restored.
In the light of the previous theoretical discussion, one might wish to say that the unexpectedchange of US at the onset of compound trials causesan STM reset that somehow amplifies Cue B's STM representation
and thereby frees it from blocking. This wish
is, however, incompatible with Equation 9,
which shows that all active representations
are reset if any representationis reset. Is the
present theory incompatible with basic facts

of overshadowing?

At this point one must soberlyfacethe fact
that the theory would collapse without the
benefit of mathematics. Indeed, it is quite
impossible tb understand the STM transformations during conditioning experiments
without a suitable mathematical tool.
Equation 9 was derived under the hypothesis that a linear signal function transmutes
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the arouSalsignal I and the test signal J into
signals SI and S2 to the dipole gates. I will
now say why a linear signal function can
never be used in a competitive feedbacknetwork within a perceptual or cognitive processor. In fact, a linear signal function does
not imply the contrast-enhancementproperty that is neededto reset STM in response
to an unexpected event. The right kind of
signal function gives all the properties that
are needed, including the overshadowing
property. This signal function is a sigmoid,
or S-shaped,signal function. Such a signal
function acts like a threshold at low cell activities and levels off at high cell activities.

sigmoid signal function. The opposite of
noise amplification is noisesuppression.This
noise suppressionproperty attenuates small
inputs to the network. By normalization, it
therebyamplifies large inputs to the network.
A competitive feedback network's contrast
enhancementproperty is thus a variant of its
noise suppressioncapability.
We can now reanalyze the response of a
gated dipole to an arousal burst when a sigmoid signal, as opposedto a linear signal, is
used. When this is done, one finds that. the
same arousal burst that rebounds the on-responsesof very active dipoles will enhance
the on-responsesof weakly active dipoles. In
other words, overshadowedrepresentations
in
a dipole field can actually be enhancedby
23. NoiseSuppression
and Selective
the
same surprising event that inhibits more
Enhancement,or Dishabituation, of
salient representations via antagonistic reOvershadowedRepresentations by
bound. That all the propertiesthat are needed
UnexpectedEvents
occur automatically as a result of basic proA sigmoid signal function is needed for a cessingconstraints like noise suppressionis
basic processingreason. The positive feed- what I call a minor mathematical miracle.
back signaling in competitive feedback net- Minor mathematical miracles should not be
works can be a mixed blessing if it is not taken lightly. They usually mean that the inproperly designed.Positive feedbackcansub- tuItive ideas that they reify contain a lot of
serve such desirable properties as STM stor- truth.
age and normalization. It can also, if imTo illustrate this new rebound property,
properly designed, flood the network with let the sigmoid signal function be f(w) =
noise generated by its own activity. This w2(1 + w2)-I. Becausewe are interestedin the
ndise amplification property will have disas- smallest, or threshold, increment M that can
trous effectson network processingwhenever cause a rebound, we can approximate f(w)
it occurs, and it can occur informal network by w. Then, in the gateddipole of Figure 1,
"seizures" ~nd "hallucinations" (Ellias & a rebound occurs to an arousal increment
Grossberg, 1975; Grossberg, 1973; Kaczma- M given a previous arousal level I and onrek & Babloyantz, 1977; Schwartz, 1980).
input .( only if
A proper choice of signal function prevents noise amplification (Grossberg,197.1).
M>g(I,J),
(12)
The simplest physically plausible signal function that prevents noise amplification is the where the function g(I, J) is defined by
-A -J(J+

g(J, J) --

J) + (A + J2f(2[A + (J + J)2]1!2
2J+J

Becauseg(I, J) is a decreasingfunction of J,
it is easierto rebound an intensely activated
dipole (J ~ 0) than a weakly activated dipole
(J~ 0).
If M < g(I,J), then the arousal increment
M can causean enhanced on-reaction rather
than an off-rebound. These properties illustrate how the habituation of cell responses

due to transmitter depletion can be dishabituated by an unexpected event. An electrode that is too coarseto distinguish between
on-enhancementsand off-rebounds near its
recording site could record dishabituation of
this type in responseto an arousal increment
at all electrode placements near previously
active cells, whereas a more sensitive elec-
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berg (1980 or 1981a) for mathematical details.
'
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I
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M+l6L1=L
Ibl

25. Sigmoid Signals and Tuning: Multiple
Effects of a us
One final consequence of sigmoidal signaling in a competitive feedbacknetwork can
help us to understand conditioning experiments. Noise suppressiondue to sigmoid signaling also implies the following interesting
property. A competitive feedback network
undergoing sigmoidal feedback signaling

possesses
a parametercalled a quenching
threshold (QT). The QT defines the noise
level of sucha network, becausethe network
inhibits activities that start out l~ss than the
QT and contrast-enhancesactivities that exICI
ceed the QT before storing them in STM.
Figure 8. Pattern matching. In Panela the noise suppression property converts a uniform (or zero spatial fre- Any network with a QT can be tuned; by
quency) input pattern (IJ into a zero activity pattern varying the QT the network's ability to store
(XJ. In Panel b two mismatched input patterns add to or suppressinputs can be altered through
generatean approximately uniform input pattern, which time.
is suppressedby the mechanism of Panel a. In Panel c
For example, if an arousal ~ourcenonspetwo matched patterns add to yield a total input pattern
cifically
increasesthe level of shunting inhithat is more active than either pattern taken separately.
bition acting on a competitive network's
feedback inhibitory interneurons, then the
trade could record both on-enhancementsnet disinhibitory action will cause the netand off-rebounds as dishabituation reactions work's QT to decrease.The network's STM
at some cell locations, as well as off-reactions storage of input patterns will thereby be facilitated. This type of arousal event should
at other cell locations.
not be confused with orienting arousal. It is
the
type of arousal that lowersand heightens
24. NoiseSuppression
and Pattern
the sensitivity of the attentional subsystem,
Matching
as during sleepand wakefulness.
A variant on the noise suppressiontheme
I will now briefly indicate how the concept
implies a mechanism of pattern matching at of an attentional QT can be implicated durp(I). A shunting competitive network can ing a conditioning experiment. To do this I
easilybe designedto suppressuniform input will use some concepts intuitively that will
patterns (Figure 8 [aD. Such patterns repre- be preciselydefined in the next sections.Supsent noise in the sensethat no node is dif- pose that any cue that can activate a drive
ferentiated from any other by the input. If representation can also redu,ce the attena network can suppressa uniform input pat- tional QT. Then an unexpectedUS can have
tern, then it can suppressa sum of two mis- three distinct effects on attentional processmatched input patterns (Figure 8 [bD be- ing. As an unexpectedevent that mismatches
causethe mismatched peaks and troug4s of active feedbackexpectancies,the US can rethe input patterns add to produce an almost ttlove some STM representationsfrom overuniform total pattern. By contrast, a sum of shadowingby differentially amplifying them.
two matched input patterns yields an am- As a US per se, it can activate a drive repplified network reaction (Figure 8 [cD be- resentationand thereby further abetthe STM
cause the network's shunting mechanism storageof overshadowedcuesby lowering the
reactsto the sum of two patterns with a larger QT. This effect sensitizesthe processingof
gain than to a single input pattern. SeeGross- all cues that survive STM reset and occurs

~~6=M.
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later in time than STM reset. Finally, as a
generator of conditioned incentive motivational feedback, the US can differentially
strengthen STM activities of motivationally
compatible cues. By contrast, an unexpected
CS is only capable of eliciting differential
STM reset because of mismatch with feedback expectancies.
All of the three effectsitemized above depend on learning, but in different neural
pathways and on different time scales.The
first effect involves expectancylearning, the
secondeffectinvolves conditioned reinforcer
learning (which enables a cue to turn on a
drive representation),and the third effectinvolves incentive motivational learning. If
such a QT effect of a US exists,its genecrator
will probably be turned on by signalsthat are
elaborated within the hippocampus, which
I identify as the final common pathway of
the drive representations (Grossberg, 1971,
1975, 1980).
Conditioning and Attention

26. GatedFeedbackDipoles
We now have all the conceptual threads
that we need to discuss conditioning and attention. Some loose threads still need to be
tied, however. Then we will find that a large
body of data falls into place with little difficulty. Because a deep 'theoretical understanding comes from knowing how particular mechanisms generate particular constellations of data properties, I will build up the
mechanisms in stagesand will supply data
markers at each stage.
Two distinct design principles coexist at
the same cells: gated dipoles and shunting
competitive feedback networks. I will now
show how to join these two pnnciples into
a singlenetwork. This canbe done by making
explicit a property that was mentioned in
Section 22 without pursuing its implications.
There I suggestedthat a nonspecific arousal
burst could reset STM even after the cues
that initiated STM storage had terminated.
I used this property to begin an explanation
of overshadowing. In order for this to happen, the STM feedback loops must contain
the transmitter gatesso that STM activity can
differentially deplete the active STM loops
and thereby prepare them for rebound. Fig-
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Figure 9. Slow gated feedbackand long-tenD memory
interaction. A conditionable pathway that is excited by
a cue's internal representationfeeds into a gated feedback loop. Becausethe gaie occurs within a feedback
loop, the conditionable pathway canachievetwo distinct
processingobjectiveS;It cansampleand store in its longtenD memory (L TM) trace the ~ted output of the loop.
It can also alter the short-tenD memory activity in the
loop by changing its own signalsthrough time. The L TM
trace in the conditionable pathwayis assumedto bepart
of a cholinergic interaction. The gate in the feedback
loop is assumed to be part of a catecholaminergic interaction. The text and Figure 10 show how thesecomponents can beembeddedinto a gated feedbackdipole.

ure 9 summarizes this structural arrangement by depicting a conditionable input
pathway abutting a gated feedbackpathway.
I will henceforth assumethat the transmitter
in a conditionable input pathway is cholinergic and that the transmitter in a gated STM
feedback loop is catecholaminergic (Grossberg, 1972b),becausea large body of data is
compatible with this suggestion (Butcher,
1978; Epstein, Kissileff, & Stellar, 1973;
Friedhoff, 1975a,'1975b).
There is another way to derive Figure 9
even when-no arousal-initiated rebound exists. This alternative derivation holds when
the off-cells representfeatures or behavioral
categoriesthat are complementary to those
representedby the on-cells: foiexample, fear
versus relief, hunger versus satiety, vertical
red bar on green field versus vertical green
bar on red field, and so forth. The derivation
proceedsin three steps(Grossberg,1972b).
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1. Sudden offset of a conditioned cue in- 27. Drives, ConditionedReinjorcers,
put can cause a rebound, much as offset of Incentive Motivation, and CNV
a conditioned source of fear can elicit relief
(Denny, 1971; Masterson, 1970; McAllister
Figure to depicts sucha minimal anatomy
& McAllister, 1971). To accomplish this re- and assignsto its pathways the motivational
bound the cue input is delivered to the net- interPretation that turns the anatomy into a
work at a stage before the transmitter gate. drive representation. In Figure 10the specific
Only in this way can the cue depletethe gate inputs to the gated dipole are of two kinds:
so that its offset can drive a rebound.
internal drive inputs and external cue inputs.
2. Onsetof a cue input can elicit sampling In the caseof eating, the positive drive input
signals capable of encoding a rebound in increaseswith hunger, and the negativedrive
LTM, much as a tone that is turned on con- input increaseswith satiety, owing ejther to
tingent on shock offset can become a source gastric.distension or to slower metabolic facof conditioned relief (Dunham, 1971; Dun- tors (Anand & Pillai, 1967; Janowitz, Hanham, Mariner, & Adams, 1969; Hammond, son, & Grossman, 1949; Le Magnen, t972;
1968; Rescorla, 1969; Rescorla & LoLOrdo, Sharma, Anand, Dua, & Singh, 1961). Let
1965; Weisman & Litner, 1969). Thus, the the drive inputs and the nonspecific arousal
cue input is delivered to the network at a input be gated by a catecholaminergictransstage after the transmitter gate, where the mitter in both the on-channel and the offrebound can be sampled.
channel to calibrate the proper relative sizes
3. Properties 1 and:2 are true for all cues of dipole on-responsesarid off-responses.
that can be conditioned to these categories,
Let each external cue input send a conbecausewhether a given cue will be condi- ditionable pathway to both the on-channel
tioned to the onset or to the offset of any and the off-channel of the dipole. Each cue
particular category is not known a priori. can become a conditioned reinforcer of eiEvery cue input is delivered both before and ther positive or negative sign, depending on
after the transmitter gating stage.The trans- which of its L TM traces in the on-channel
mitter gate thus occurs in a feedbackpath- or the off-channel is larger. To calibrate the
way, as in Figure 9.
relative sizes of these L TM traces in an unThe existence of two distinct derivations biasedfashion, I assumethat the transmitter
leading to a similar network design is im- systemthat subservesL TM encoding in ~oth
portant, becausenot every recurrent network branches is the same and is cholinergic.
that can be reset by offset of a cue need pos- These chemical interpretations may evensessa mismatch-contingent arousal source, tually have to be changed, but the processeven though an arousal source per se is re- ing requirements of accurately calibrating
quired. These derivations suggestthat the relative rebound or conditioned reinforcer
anatomical design in Figure 9 is basic and strength across competing channels are' rothat the input mechanisms that control re- bust.
bound in this common designcanbe adapted
The cells at Which external cue, drive, and
to satisfy specialized processingconstraints. arousal inputs converge are assumed to be
One further constraint can readily be satis- polyvalent: These cells only fire vigorously
fied by this design. The cue inputs arrive be- when both their external cue and their infore the stage of dipole competition so that ternal drive inputs are sufficiently large. The
at most one of the complementary outputs outputs from these polyvalent cells compete
(on-cell versusoff-cell) can be positive at any before generating a net dipole output in eitime. The next section depicts the minimal ther the on-cell or the off-cell channel, but
anatomy that joins together gated dipole not both; These dipole outputs play the role
feedbackpathwaysand conditionablecue in- of incentive motivation in the theory. The
put pathways that terminate before the di- existence of polyvalent cells is compatible
pole competition. stage.This microcircuit is with the intuition that incentive motivation
neededto build up both the sensoryand the need not be releasedeven when drive is high
drive representation networks that are acti- if compatible cues are unavailable. For exvated by conditioning and arientional ma- ample, a male animal left alone will busily
nipulations.
do the many things characteristic of his spe-
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Figure 10. A motivational network: network with a gated feedbackdipole hooked up to conditionable
pathways from the internal representationsof cues. The text describeshow'the feedbackloops between
external cue representationsand internal drive representations,and betweeninternal drive repreSentations
and themselves,join together mechanisms of reinforcement, drive, incentive motivation, competition,
arousal,and short-term memory (STM). L TM = long tenrt memory.

cies, such as grooming, eating, exploring. He
does not look sexually motivated. However,
if a female animal. is presented to him, his
behavior can dramatically change (Beach,
1956; Bolles, 1967, chapter 7). Incentive
motivation need not be releasedeven when
compatible cues are available if drive is low..
Seward and his colleagues(Seward & Proctor, 1960; Seward, Shea, & Elkind, 1958;
Seward, Shea, & Davenport, 1960) found
that if an animal is not hungry, then no
amount of food will be adequateto reinforce
its behavior.
Figure .10 suggestsa different relationship
betweendrive and incentive than is fQund in
Routtenberg (1968). Routtenberg makes incentive and drive the complementary conceptsof his two-arousal hypothesis.In Figure
10 drive and incentive are both part of the
attentional subsystem,which is complementary to the orienting subsystem.In my theory
drive and arousal are not the same concept.

28. Extinction,ConditionedEmotional
Responses,
ConditionedAvoidance
Responses,
and SecondaryConditioning
To indicate how a gated feedbackdipole
works, the next two sections summarize
some of its formal properties usingreinforcement and motivation terminology. This section reviews how each cue's L TM sampling
of both the on-channel and the off-channel
contributes to the explanation of some basic
conditioning processes(Grossberg, 1972a,
1972b) and thereby indirectly supports the
clai~ that both L TM pathways need to be
built up from similarly calibrated transmitter
mechanisms. The simplest L TM law says
that L TM encoding occurs only when a cue
pathwayand a contiguous polyvalent cell are
simultaneouslyactive(Grossberg,1964,1968;
Hebb, 1949).
Suppose that during early learning trials,
a cue occursjust before a large unconditional
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signal, suchas a shock, turns on the on-channel. This unconditional signal elicits the incentive output of the on-channel, which triggersa fear reaction, even before learning occurs. By associatingthe cue with shock on
learning trials, its L TM trace abutting the onchannel grows much larger than its L T,M
trace abutting the off~channel.If the cue is
then presented by itself, the LTM-gated signal to the on-channel is much larger than the
L TM -gated signalto the off-channel. The onchannel wins the dipole competition, so the
cue elicits fear. The cue has to thereby become a conditioned reinforcer that can elicit
a conditioned emotional response, or CER
(Estes, 1969; Estes& Skinner, 1941).
Now supposethat after the cue hasbecome
an elicitor of a CER, environmental contingencieschange.Supposethat the cue no longer reliably predicts future events and that
an unexpected event occurs while the cue is
on. Suppose that the unexpected event triggersan antagonistic rebound in the off-channel. Becausethe cue is on, its L TM trace
abutting the off-channel will grow. If this
occurs sufficiently often, the off- L TM trace
will grow as large as the on-LTM trace. After
this happens,presentingthe cue will generate
comparable LTM-gated signals to both the
on-channel and the off-channel. After these
signalscompete,the net incentive motivation
output will be very small. the cue no longer
elicits a CER. It has been rapidly extinguished by unexpected events.
This cue is extinguishedbecauseit remains
on both before and after the unexpected
event. It is an irrelevant cue with respectto
the contingency that triggered the unexpected event. By contrast, a cue that turns
on right after the unexpected event occurs
will sample only the off-reaction of the dipole. Only its LTM trace abutting the offchannel will grow. Later presentation of the
cue will thereby elicit a large off-reaction. If
the off-reaction correspondsto a relief reaction, then the cue has become a source of
conditioned relief by being paired with offset
of a source of fear. Although the cue has
never been paired with a positive reward, it
thereafter can be usedas a positive reinforcer
or source of consummatory motivation. This
mechanism helps us to understand how
avoidance behavior can be persistentlymain-

tained long after an animal no longer exper-(
iences the fear that originally motivated the
avoidancelearning (Grossberg,1972a,1972b,
1975; Maier, Seligman, & Solomon, 1969;
Seligman & Johnston, 1973; Solomon, Kamin, & Wynne, 1953).
A similar argument shows how secondary
conditioning can occur. For example, offset
of a positive (or negative)conditioned reinforcer SI can drive an antagonistic rebound
that conditions a cue S2whose onset is contingent upon the offset event to be a negative
(or positive) conditioned reinforcer. This
mechanism uses the feedback in the gated
dipole in a major way. Offset of the reinforcer
S I can elicit a rebound becauseit occurs at
a stage prior to the gate, whereas sampling
of the rebound can occur becauseCue S2
delivers it signalsat a stagesubsequentto the

gate.
29. Motivational Baseline,Switching,and
Hysteresis
The positive feedbackloops in the gated
dipole of Figure 10 turn this network into a
feedback competitive network. The slowly
varying transmitter gatesdo not alter the fact
that a feedback gated dipole shares many
properties with other feedback competitive
networks. For example, the dipole now has
an STM storagecapability, which meansthat
it can defend a motivational decision against
sufficiently small momentary fluctuations in
cue or arousal inputs. This hysteresisproperty helps to provide the inertia needed to
carry out a sustained, motivated act during
irrelevant environment perturbations. The
STM normalization property refines this capability by maintaining a temporally stable
baseline of incentive motivation. The contrast-enhancementproperty due to sigmoidal
feedback signaling helps to control sharp
motivational switching between behavioral
alternatives when the net balance of inputs
succeedsin overcoming the hysteretic inertia
of the previous motivational choice.
Frey and Sears (1978) ,have suggesteda
formal model to explain some of theseproperties. Their model builds sigmoid and hysteresis properties into a cusp catastrophe
model of conditioning and attention. Although their model provides one way to vi-
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sualize suddenswitches,the catastrophevariablesdo not correspondto physical variables,
and the model provides no physical explanation of why sigmoid and hysteresisproperties appear in the data. The gated dipole
theory provides a physical explanation that
does not correspond to a cusp catastrophe,
and it implies a large body of data and predictions that are invisible to the cusppicture.
For example, when sigmoid feedbacksignals
are used in a gated dipole, this network also
possessesinverted U properties that are reflected in a large body of data about normal
and abnormal behavior (Grossberg, I 972b,
1982a).These inverted U properties are part
of the minor mathematical miracle.
Because of the importance of the gated
dipole concept to my motivational theory,
I will also discusshow the samemechanisms
work in the caseof hunger and satiety, rather
than shock. In the case of hunger, a positive
drive input increases with hunger, whereas
a negative drive input increaseswith satiety.
An increase in the positive drive input disinhibits the polyvalent cell that is two inhibitory synapsesaway. Supposethat this polyvalent cell also receivesa' large conditioned
signal from a cue representation. In other
words, the cue is a conditioned reinforcer
with respectto this drive representation,and
the cue is active in STM. Then the polyvalent
cell can vigorously fire. Supposeat this moment that the negative drive input is small
(e.g., the hunger level is high) and/or only
weak conditioned signals reach the polyvalent cell of the negative drive representation.
Then this polyvalent cell does not fire vigorously. Thus, after competition takes place,
the positive drive channel wins. It can therefore emit incentive motivation signalsto the
cue representations.Theseconditionable signals help to regulate attention by modifying
the total excitatory input pattern to the cue
representations.
The positive drive channel can also deliver
excitatory feedback to the cells that receive
positive drive input. This excitatory feedback
can sustain the activity of the positive drive
representation. It can thereby store a motivational decision in STM againstsmall input
perturbations (hysteresis),maintain a steady
motivational baseline (normalization), and
regulate sharp motivational switching (con-
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trast enhancement). All of these properties
are STM properties. The sustained STM reverberation also allows contiguous L TM
traces of active cue representationsto encode
the large activity of the positive drive representation at a rate that increaseswith the
STM activity of the cue representation.These
active cues can thereby becomepositive conditioned -reinforcers.
If the incentive motivation from the positive drive representationsupports sustained,
motivated behavior (e.g., eating), then the
negative drive input slowly grows (e.g., satiety increases).The increase in the negative
d~ve input shuts off STM at the positive
drive representation via the competitive interaction. The motivated behavior thereby
loses its incentive motivation support (e.g.,
eating stops).
If positive conditioned reinforcer input is
rapidly withdrawn before the negative drive
input increases, then an antagonistic rebound can be elicited in the negative drive
channel. This rebound rapidly terminates the
motivated behavior. An antagonistic rebound can occur becausea sudden reduction
of positive conditioned reinforcer input reduces the signal within the feedbackloop of
the positive drive representation. The total
signal to the transmitter gate in the positive
drive channel is thereby reduced, and a rebound is elicited just as in Figures I and 2.
A cue whose L TM traces sa~ple the antagonistic rebound can become a negative conditioned reinforcer. A cue whose LTMtraces
sample both the positive drive representation
and the negative drive representation is extinguished (irrelevant) with respect to this
drive, becauseits positive and negativegated
signalsto the gated dipole inhibit each other
at the competitive stage before any net in:centive motivation can be released.
An issue of some importance concerns
how strict the polyvalent constraint is on the
firing of cells where external cue inputs and
drive inputs converge.To illustrate the issue,
suppose that a satiety input grows because
of sustained eating. If the polyvalent constraint is strict, then the polyvalent cell that
receivesthe large satiety input cannot fire at
all unless it also receivesa large cue input.
If not, the satiety input cannot inhibit the
positive incentive motivation that was sup-
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Figure II. Adaptive resonance between dipQle fields.
When external cues excite the short-term memory
(STM) traces of their internal representations,theseinternal representations elicit signals that are distributed
nonspecifically acrossthe various internal drive representations.During conditioning the pattern of reinforcing and drive inputs to the drive representations can
alter the long-term memory (L TM) traces within certain
of these signal pathways, as Figure 10 has illustrated.
The corresponding external cues thereby acquire conditioned reinforcer properties. On recall trials the conditioned reinforcer signals from external cues combine
with internal drive inputs at the drive representations
to determine which drive representationswill fire. Output from the drive representationsplays the role of incentive motivation in the network. Incentive motivation
is releasedfrom a given drive representationonly if the
momentary balance of conditioned reinforcer signals
plus drive inputs competes favorably againstthese factors within the other drive representations.The incentive
motivational pathways are also nonspecific and conditionable. External cue representationsthat receivelarge
incentive motivational feedbacksignals are favored in
the competition for storagein sensoryshort-term memory, as Figure 13describesin greaterdetail.

porting eating. If the polyvalent constraint
is not strict, then small background cue inputs will suffice to permit polyvalent cell firing in response to sufficiently' large satiety
inputs. This problem is overcome by the network of Figure 12, becausethe drive inputs

Now that we have a clearer view of how
to designthe microcircuitry of a gated feedback dipole, we need to build these microcircuits into a global processingscheme.The
gated f~edback dipoles are part of dipole
fields wherein on-cells arejoined by shunting
competitive feedback networks, off-C(lls are
joined by shunting competitive feedbacknetworks, and on-cells are joined to off-cells via
gated dipoles. The dipole fields themselves
interact via adaptive filters, much asthe fields
F(I) and F(2)interact in Section 18.
Figure 11depictsthe macrocircuit that will
be most prominent in my discussionof conditioning data. It describesa feedbackmodule wherein sensory and drive representations send signals to each other via nonspecific excitatory conditionable pathways
(adaptive filters). These representati()nsare
organizedinto dipole fields. Eachdipole field
is capable of STM contrast enhancement,
normalization, hysteresis,and rebound. The
interfield conditionable pathways send
branchesto both the on-cells and the off-cells
of the dipole fields, just as they do to explain
extinction and secondary conditioning in
Section 28.
The conditionable pathways from sensory
representationsto drive representationsencode the conditioned reinforcer properties or.
external cues. The conditionable pathways
from drive representationsto sensoryrepresentations encode the incentive motivation
properties of internal drives. An adaptive resonance occurs within this network when the
reinforcing properties of active external cues
sufficiently match the motivational properties of active internal drives to lock STM into
a global interpretation of the data.
In the theory that I developedin Grossberg
(1971,. 1972a, 1972b, 1975), the final processingstage in the external cue representations is assumedto be cortical, and the final
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processingstage in the drive representations
is assumedto be hippocampal. Gabriel, Foster, Orona, Saltwick, and Stanton (1980)
summarize recent data that support a qualitatively similar conclusion. They write, "the
hippocampal formation is a region critical
for encoding or 'modelling' of stimulus-reinforcement contingencies" (p. 189). They
note that the hippocampus is reciprocally
connected with cingulate cortex and with the
anteroventral nucleus of the thalamus and
summarize data suggesting that cortical
"codes inappropriate to the stimulus item
being presentedwould create mismatch with
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the hippocampal model, thereby eliciting
code-suppressionin cortex and thalamus"
(p. 189).

31. A MotivationalDipoleField: DriveReinforcerMatchingand Motivational
Competition
Now we need to fill in the microcircuitry
of the dipole fields using Section 27 as a
guide. Figure 12 depicts an anatomy that
possessesthe minimal drive representation
properties that .I will need. In: this anatomy
each motivational channel possessesa posi-
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tive feedbackloop that runs through a gated
dipole. These positive feedbackloops are the
on-centers of a competitive feedback network that joins together motivational channels. The competitive feedbacknetwork provides a matching interface that runs across
the motivational channels. At this interface,
spatial patterns of (conditioned) reinforcer
signals are matched with spatial patterns of
drive signals. Only a sufficiently good match
can trigger sustained polyvalent cell firing
(Sections 17and 27). If this network is tuned
(Section 25) so that only a single winning
channel can reverberate in STM, then sharp
motivational switching will occur. Such a
setting of the network defines the channels
as being motivationally incompatible. A lower
setting of. the QT can permit compatible
combinations of drive representationsto be
synergisticallyactivated. Possiblesettingsdepend on the choice of numerical network
parametersand can vary across speciesand
individuals without changingthe underlying
design principle.
To understand in greater detail how a
motivational dipole field works, I will summarize the processingstagesin Figure 12 step
by step. Pathways 1 and 2 carry specific, but
complementary, drive inputs (e.g., hungervs.
satiety) to a single dipole. Pathways labeled
3 carry nonspecific arousal to this dipole.
Cells 4 and' 5 add theseinputs and thereupon
inhibit the tonically active Cells 6 and 7.
(Tonic cells have open symbols; phasic cells
have closed symbols.) Pathways 4 --+ 6 and
5 --+7 contain slow transmitter gates(square
synapses),assumedto be catecholaminergic.
If Input 1 exceeds Input 2, then the transmitter in Pathway 4 --+6 is depleted more
than the transmitter in Pathway5 --+7, thereupon calibrating the dipole for a possibleantagonistic rebound later on.
The tonic Cells 6 and 7 equally inhibit
each other until Input 1 exceeds Input 2.
Then Cell 6 is inhibited more than Cell 7.
This imbalance disinhibits tonic Cell 8 and
further inhibits tonic Cell 9. Both Cells 8 and
9 are polyvalent, meaning that all their excitatory inputs must be active for thesecells
to vigorously fire. (Triangles denote polyvalence.) The polyvalent cells are assumedto
be pyramidal cells. BecauseCells 8 and 9 are
polyvalent, a larger input to Cell 1 than Cell

2 cannot fire these cells. However, such an
imbalance can prevent Cell 9 from firing.
To seehow Cell 8 can fire, we considerthe
polyvalent cells, 8 and 10, of two different
motivational channels. Cells 8 and 10 compete via the inhibitory (interneuronal) Pathways 13. The polyvalent Cells 8 and 10 also
receive inputs from external cue representations via the conditionable Pathways 11
and 12, respectively, whose L TM traces
(within the filled hemicircles abutting Cells
8 and 10) encode conditioned reinforcer
properties of their respective external cues.
These L TM tracesare assumedto be cholin-

ergic.

The conditioned reinforcer inputs Combine with drive and arousal inputs at their
respective polyvalent cells, which begin to
fire if their thresholdsare exceeded.The polyvalent cells thereuponcompete among themselvesvia the "intrinsic" feedbackinhibitory
Pathways 13, as they simultaneously try to
excite themselvesvia positive feedbackpathways such as 8 -4 -6 -8.
If, for example, Cell 8 wins this competition, then the transmitter gate in Pathway
4 -6 is depleted as the suprathreshold reverberation bursting through Cell 8 via Pathway 8 -4 -6 -8 drives L TM changesin
Pathway 11. The reverberation thus induces
conditioned reinforcer changesevenas it prepares the network for motivational reset by
rapid offset of Pathway 11.or a rapid increment in Pathway 3.
32. A Sensory Dipole Field: The
Synchronization
Problem and DC Potential
Shifts
'

Figure 13 depicts the minimal anatomy
that I will need to join together external cue
representations. This dipole field possesses
additional structure compared to Figure 12
becauseit solves a specialized design problem, which I call the synchronizationprobler.n
of classical conditioning. The synchronization problem recognizes that without specialized network buffers, Pavlovian associations could rapidly extinguish whenevera CS
and US were presented with different interstimulus delays on successivelearning trials.
The synchronization problem was solved in
Grossberg(1971) and provided the impetus
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Figure 13. Interaction of external cue and incentive motivation signals at polyvalent cells. Let a set of
nodes, or cells, in the dipole field be activated by an external scene. A pattern of short-term memory
activity acrossthe nodes representsthe scen~.Each such node sendsan excitatory signal to its polyvalent
node, or cell. Signal size is an increasingfunction of short-term memory activity. These specificsignals
are insufficient to fire the polyvalent cells. Sufficiently large incentive motivational signals from a drive
representation must simultaneously converge on the polyvalent cells to fire them. The incentive motivational pathways are conditionable. A drive representation will therefore preferentially activate those
polyvalent cells whosecueswere paired with this drive representationin the past.The drive representation
can thereby fire a subsetof the polyvalent cells that are activated by the external sCene.The relative rate
of firing of each polyvalent cell will depend jointly on the short-term memory activity of its trigger cues
in the sceneand on the relative size of its long-term memory trace in the conditioned reinforcer pathway.
When a polyvalent cell fires, it delivers positive feedbacksignalsto the cue-activatedcells that supply it
with specificshort-term memory signals.This positive feedbackfrom polyvalent cells selectivelyaugments
the short-term memory activities of certain cue-activatedcells,which thereupon can more strongly inhibit
the short-term memory of other representationsin the dipole field using the short-term memory normalization property. The incentive motivational properties of certain cues thereby alter the set of cues
to which the network pays attention. The polyvalent cells that can maintain their firing can also read
out learned patterns (e.g., motor commands)to other parts of the network.

for my later work on reinforcement and mo-

reverberatein STM and thereby deliver signals to a polyvalent cell, or cells, without firFor presentpurposes,I need to emphasize ing thesecells. A polyvalent cell in Figure 13
one difference betweenFigure 12 and Figure can fire only if it simultaneously receives
13. The anatomy in Figure 13 separatesthe STM signals from an external cue represenfiring of polyvalent cells from the STM re- tation and incentive motivation signals from
verberation through gated dipoles. Owing to a drive representation.This property is analthis property, a sensory representation can ogous to John's (1966, 1967) reports that

tivation.
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US properties to control observable behavior
(Grossberg, 1971). This description shows
how to overcome the asymmetry between CS
and US in the modified Rescorla- Wagner
Equation 8, explains the Dickinson and
Mackintosh (1979) data on selective effects
of distinct reinforcers on associability, and
shows that drive representations are functionally separate "processors" from cue representations, in contrast with the Pearce and
Hall (1980) theory.
Let a CS activate the population VII (Figure 14), which thereupon begins to reverberate in STM. Then VII sends specific signals to the polyvalent cell population Vl2
(among others) and nonspecific signals to the
drive representations. Nothing else happens
until a US arrives at population V21.This is
because VI2 can fire only if it receives an inFigure 14. Path equivalence of CS and US representa- put from VII and an incentive motivation
tions. Both the conditioned stimulus (CS) and the un- input from a drive representation, but the
conditioned stimulu~ (US) activate similar network de- signal from VII to the drive representations
signs. This path equivalence property overcomes the is initially too small to fire them. When the
asymmetry of CS and US contributions to the modified
US perturbs V21,V21sends signals to the polyRescorla-WagnerEquation 8. Firing of the polyvalent
cells VI2 and V22is prevented except when sufficiently valent cells V 22and to the drive representalarge specific signals from VII and V2t. respectively,and tions. These latter signals can fire a certain
nonspecific signals from D2 simultaneously converge at drive representation, ifits drive input is large
the polyvalent cells. The network stages{VI t. V12}are
enough, because the cue firing V 21 is a US
part of the CS representation. The stages{V21. V22}are
part of the US representation. The CS and US activate for that drive representation, which I will
similar network anatomies, but the L TM traces in these henceforth denote by D2. When Di fires, it
anatomies are not identically distributed. In particular, releases nonspecific incentive motivation siga US-activated signal from V21to D2 can fire D2 if the nals to all the external cue representations.
drive input is sufficiently large. A CS-activated signal
Now five things happen.
from VII to D2 cannot fire D2. Seethe text for how CSFirst, because VII and D2 are both active,
US pairing endows the CS with conditioned reinforcer.
incentive motivation, and habit readout capabilities.
the L TM traces in the pathway from VII to
D2 are strengthened. When these L TM traces
get strong enough, the CS alone will be able
certain polyvalent cortical cells that are in- to fire D2. Second, the nonspecific incentive
volved in cortical conditioning can fire only motivational signal from D2 combines with
in responseto a sum of CS and US signals. the US-derived signal from V21at V 22,thereby
The property is also analogousto the effects firing polyvalent cell signals from V 22,which
of anodal DC potential shifts on cortical con- read out an unconditioned response (UR)
ditioning (Morrell, 1961; Rusinov, Note 1). pattern. Third, because the incentive motiIn my theory, the anodal DC shift replaces vation signal is nonspecific, it also combines
the requirement of an incentive motivation with the CS-derived signal from Vll at V12,
signal to fire polyvalent cortical output cells. thereby firing the polyvalent cells V12.Fourth,
because D2 and VI2 are both active, the LTM
traces in the pathway from D2 to VI2 are
33. The Multidimensional Nature of
strengthened. Fifth, the polyvalent cells VI2
Secondary Conditioning
fire sampling signals to the cells at which the
The functional separation of STM rever- UR pattern is being read out. These signals
beration and polyvalent cell firing implies the encode (a fractional component of) the UR
following description of how a CS acquires in the LTM traces of this pathway. The en-
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coded pattern will henceforth be read out a$
a conditioned response(CR) pattern. The CS
thereby acquires US propertit;s owing to
L TM encoding in conditioned reinforcer, incentive motivation, and habit strengthpathways.
This network provides a simple answerto
the synchronization question: How does the
US turn on the CS with just the right time
lag to sample read out of the UR pattern?
The same incentive motivation burst that
allows V22to read out the UR also allows VI2
to emit sampling signalsthat read in the CR.
In the remaining sections I will use the
properties of adaptive resonanceand resetin
the cognitive circuits (Section 19)and in the
cognitive-motivational circuits (Sections 3033) to suggestexplanations of conditioning
and attentional data, including data that no
single formal model can ~xplain.

34. Unblocking,Context,and Habituation
Unblocking is produced by the surprising
omission of a second shock(Dickinson, Hall,
& Mackintosh, 1976). In my theory this is
becausethe active internal repr~sentationsof
previously presentedcuesread out a learned
expectancy whose mismatch by the unexpected event triggers dipole reset and consequent STM enhancement of previously
overshadowedcues (Section 23).
Experiments might be designedto test how
the amount of rebound or enhancementdepends on the number of cues that have been
stored in STM when the unexpected event
occurs. Due to the limited-capacity restriction jrilposed by STM normalization, storing
more cues can reduce the STM activity of
eachcue and therebyreducethe rate of transmitter depletion in eachdipole gate. The rebound pattern in responseto a fixed arousal
burst will therefore change as a function of
the number of active representations. The
simplest version of this idea suggeststhat if
more cuesare simultaneously stored in STM
for a given amount of time, then they will
each be rebounded less by an unexpected
event. Let us suppose that a less rebounded
cue representationretains more STM activity
than a more rebounded cue representation
and that this residual activity can summate
with the STM activity ~licited by a later pre-
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sentation of the same cue. Let two experimental groups differ accordingto how many
cues are stored in STM and expose both
groups to an unexpected stimulus array that
includes one of the previously stored cues
and a new cue. Supposethat the unexpected
stimulus array resetsSTM by rebounding or
enhancing the previously stored representations. Other things being equal, a less rebounded cue may preserve more residual
STM activity for summation with its reoccurrence as part of the unexpected event. If
this happens,the cue'stotal STM activity will
be larger if it was part of a larger set of previously stored items than a smaller set of
items. Hence, it will be better attended in the
presenceof the new cue.
However, other things are not usually
equal. Storing more cues simultaneously
may provide eachcue with less STM activity
due to the normalization property. Hence,
the occurrence of a smaller resetper cue may
provide no advantageto larger sets of cues.
By contrast, storing more cue& might cause
more of their STM activities to be enhanced,
rather than rebounded, by an unexpected
event. When this occurs an advantage may
indeed accrue to larger sets of cues~Both of
theseeffects will be sensitive to the duration
with which the cues are stored before they
are reset. Large STM activities deplete their
transmitter gates faster than small STM activities. Consequently,.the relative disadvantage to smaller sets of stored cues may be
greater if the storage duration is shorter. Finally, a switch from more stored cues to a
new event that includes only one of these
cues may cause a greater mismatch, and
hence be more unexpected, than a switch
from fewer stored cues to the same new
event, although normalization tends to
counter this effect also. The reset arousal
burst that occurs after more cues are stored
may thus be larger and may offset any advantage due to slower transmitter habituation. Parametric studiesare needed in which
the number of cues originally stored, the duration of storage,the number of new cuesto
be stored, and the amount of overlap between the two sets of cues are varied to
disentanglethe relative contributions ofSTM
normalization, mismatch, and reset mechanisms on the reallocation of attention.
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35. DoubleShockExperiments:Initial
STM AdvantageofSurprisingEvents

Inhibiting these chunks can eliminate the
subliminal feedback signaling to expected
situational cues, including the light, and can
To explain the interesting experiment of thereforedecreasethe light's STM activity by
Mackintosh, Bygrave, and Picton (1977) removing a source of STM matching. This
(Section 5), I acceptthe fact that on the first issue also arises on Trial 25 in Group Y of
compound trial, the tone is at its worst as a the Kamin (1969) experiment reviewed bepredictor of shock, having neverbefore been low (Section 45).
paired with shock." herebyavoid the internal
problem within Mackintosh's theory (Sec36. Conditioned Reinforcer Learning
tion 3). Becausethe tone has never before
beenpresented,it is most unexpectedon the
After both the tone STM representation
first compound trial. More precisely, on the and the light STM representation send sigfirst trial the tone possesses
its maximal p0- nals to the drive representations, the light
tency for mismatching the learned sensory representation can supraliminally activate
expectanciesthat are operative in the situa- the negative drive representation that was
tion, in particular, the expectanciesthat are previously activated by shock on conditioncontrolled by situational cues.Consequently, ing trials, becausethe light i~ now it coI:lditone onset triggers a relatively large STM re- tioned reinforcer (Sections 27 and 33). Once
set that abets the STM storage of the tone's this drive representation is supraliminally
sensoryrepresentation.This is the first main activated, the tone's sampling signalscan acpoint: The tone's very unexpectednesscan quire some negative conditioned reinforcer
enhance its initial STM storage without re- properties via L TM encoding during the first
gard to what its STM representationsamples moments after tone-light onset. This L TM
1ater on. On successivetone presentations, change can occur whenever the tone's samthis intitial advantage will fade, other things pling signals are contiguous with supralimibeing equal, as the tone is incorporated into nal activity at the drive representation. On
the pattern of learned feedbackexpectancies. the first compound trial, the tone represenAfter the tone's advantageousinitial STM tation emits unusually large sampling signals
storage takes place, the tone's STM repre- becauseit has acquired unusually large STM
sentation begins to emit severaltypes of sig- activity due to its unexpectedness.Large
nals.Some of thesesignalsinitiate the process sampling signals cause their L TM traces to
wherebythe tone is incorporated into higher encodesampled STM patterns fasterthan do
order chunks (Section 18). Others of these small sampling signals. The tone can theresignals begin to sample the drive represen- fore acquire negative in.centive properties
tations (Section 30). On the first compound much more rapidly on a trial when it is untrial, the light can also send negative condi- expectedthan on a trial when it is expected.
tioned reinforcer signals to the drive repre- This fact explains why the tone can condition
sentation with which it was previously as- so well-as a conditioned reinforcer-on the
trial when it is first presented.
sociated.
An important issueis: How much are the
light's conditioned reinforcer signalsreduced 37. Incentive Motivation Feedback
by the occurrence of the tone? For example, Influences STM Competition
such a reduction can occur becauseof a diAs the tone begins to acquire negative rerect STM competition between light and
tone representations via the STM normali- inforcing properties by being conditioned to
zation effect. An indirect reduction can be the negative drive representation, the firing
due to antagonistic rebound of the active of this drive representationalso releasesconchunks that bind situational cues together ditioned incentive motivation signals prefinto context-sensitive representations. Such erentially to the light representation(Figure
a rebound can be triggered by the arousal 13). More precisely, the light representation
burst that is contingent on the tone's unex- activates its polyvalent cells directly and via
pectednessin a given experimental context. the conditioned reinforcer-incentive moti-
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vation loop through the drive representations. Then these polyvalent cells can fire.
The polyvalent cells thereupon feed excitatory signals back to the light representation
to further enhance its STM activity. Because
of STM normalizati~n among the cue representations,the enhanced STM of the light
representation competitively inhibits the
STM of the tone representation. Whether
this feedbackinhibition can entirely shut off
the tone representation depends on how
many and how intense the prior light-shock
trials were (and thus how large and selective
the co!'lditioned incentive feedback signals
are) ant on how surprising the tone was (and
thus ho\v big an advantage it acquired in its
initial STM storage).
If the tone
entirely consup- .
pressed,
it willrepresentation
have acquiredisnegative
ditioned reinforcer properties but no conditioned incentive-motivation feedbackto its
own sensoryrepresentation. Even this eventuality should not prevent the tone from eliciting fearful reactions when jt is later presented alone. Becausethe light is not then
present to suppressit, the STM normalization property allows the tone to be stored in
STM, whereupon the tone's conditioned reinforcer signals can elicit a fear reaction.

38. Sali~nceInfluencesOvershadowing
This explanation also shows why, when
the two CSs differ markedly in their intensity
or salience, the more salient cue can overshadow the less salient cue (Mackintosh,
1976). In my theory the greatercue saliency
or intensity gives it an initially larger STM
strength, larger L TM sampling signals between cue and drive representations, and
thus a competitive advantage from the very
start.
39. Overshadowingon a Single Trial
These concepts suggesthow overshadowing effects can occur when only a single trial
of compound conditioning is given (Mackintosh, 1971; Mackintosh & Reese,1979).As
seen above, t~e tone's best chance to avoid
overshadowing is to achieve strong initial
STM storage. Without an initial advantage
the tone's conditioned reinforcer learning
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will be slow at best in the time interval before
the light's incentive feedback enables it to
suppressthe tone's STM. I have also indicated above several ways to abet tone conditioning.
We are now ready to consider why a second shock 10 secondsafter a first shock on
the first compound trial need not make the
tone more fearful. Also, we will seewhy two
shocks on one trial followed by either one or
two shocks on a second trial can lead to a
more fearful tone than one shock on the first
trial followed by either one or two shocks on
a secondtrial.
40. The Tone Is More UnexpectedAfter
Two Shocks
If the tone is not on when the secondshock
occurs, then the tone's STM representation
may not send sampling signals to the drive
representationwhen it is activated by the second shock. Thus, the tone does not acquire
more negativeconditioned reinforcer strength
becauseof the secondshock on the first compound trial. Why then does the tone acquire
significantly more negative conditioned reinforcer strength on the second compound
trial? This can be explained by noting that
the secondshock on the first compound trial
occurs after a series of trials during which
only one shock occurs. Thus, the second
shock is unexpected.Also, the second shock
occurs after the tone has unexpectedly occurred. The tone's unexpected occuuence
initiates the process whereby the tone representation is incorporated into the pattern
of situational expectancies.The occurrence
of the second shock then alters the pattern
of learned situational expectancies beyond
the alterations already triggered by the tone.
Consequently, when a tone occurs on a second compound trial that follows two shocks,
it is moreunexpected than a torte that occurs
on a secondcompound trial that follows one
shock. Due to the tone's greater unexpectedness,the tone's initial STM storageon the
second compound trial is greater, its sampling signalsto the drive representationsare
larger, and its rate of conditioned reinforcer
learning is accelerated.An independent test
of the tone's greater unexpectednesswould
be achieved if the tone elicits a larger P300
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evoked potential when it occurs after two
shocks than after one shock.
This description of how a tone achievesits
superior STM storage after two shocks than
after one shock suggeststhat the light may
also be better stored in STM after two shocks
than after one shock, becauseboth cues disconfirm the second shock component of the
situational expectancies. A greater initial
STM storageof the light doesno~prevent the
tone from strengthening its negative reinforcer strength on the secondcompound trial
for two reasons: (a) The relative advantage
of the light is not greater than that. of the
tone, so the light will not competitively inhibit the tone via the normalization property
during the phase of initial STM storage. (b)
Once both the light and tone representations
begin to send signals to the drive representations, the larger signalsemitted by the light
representation can speed up the tone's conditioned reinforcer learning by increasingthe
activity of the negative drive representation.
One way to testthe effect of the secondshock
on the initial STM storage of the light is to
measure the P300 evoked potential that is
triggered if the light.alone, rather than a lighttone compound, is presentedafter one or two
shocks.
41. Situational Cues
Having come this far, we are now ready
to raise an issue that Pearceand Hall (1980)
do not mention. When the second shock occurs on the first compound trial, it is a surprising event whose negative reinforcing
properties will be conditioned to simultaneously active cue representations. These
representations will include the representations of situational cuesthat are again present
when the tone is presented on the test trial.
Why doesthe tone-plus-situational cue readout of negativeconditioned reinforcer signals
not create more negative incentive after the
second shock than it does after the first
shock? My answer is that the surprising occurrence of the tone on the test trial tends
to suppressthe STM of the situational cues
via antagonistic rebounds. Then the tone's
STM will tend to control the net conditioned
reinforcer readout from attended sensory
representations.To testthis explanation, one

might try covaryingtwo experimentalproperties:the intensityof the secondshockand
how surprisingthe tone is on the next test
trial.
42. Release From Overshadowing by an
Unexpected US

In experiments wherein the tone is repeated during several compound trials, the
tone's initial STM advantagedue to its unexpectednesswears off as it is incorporated
into the pattern of situational expectancies.
The tone's conditionability thereby fades. If
an unexpectedUS follows a light-tone com;.
bination, the tone's STM activity can be amplifed owing to the differential enhancement
of overshadowedrepresentationsby the STM
reset event (Section 23). The US also activates a drive representation. Becauseof the
simultaneity of enhancedSTM activity in the
tone representationand in the drive representation, the tone can acquire both conditioned reinforcer and incentive motivation
properties. These L TM changes are not
rapidly terminated by competitive signaling
from the light representation because the
STM of this representationhas been attenuated by the resetevent.
If the unexpected US reoccurs on several
trials, its unexpectednessalso fades. By the
time this happens,however, the unexpected
US has endowed the tone's representation
with a conditioned positive feedbackloop to
itself via the drive representation. A shift
gradually occurs as trials proceed from the
tone's initial STM advantage due to the
shock's unexpectedness-which is mediated
by situational expectanciesand the orienting
subsystem-to a more lasting LTM advantage due to the ton~'s reinforcing and incentive motivation properties-which manifest
themselvesas an attentional resonance.
43. Modulation of us and Drive Input
Effects by Expectancies,Conditioned
Reinforcers,and Transmitter Habituation
A further remark needsto be made about
which drive representationis activated by the
shock US. This is a subtle matter becauseit
depends on US intensity, the degree of US
expectedness,and the conditioned reinforc-
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ing potency of the light representation due
to prior learning.
Were a shock to suddenly turn on out of
context, it would certainly activate a negative
drive representation (Section 28). This need
not happen if a shockturns on while the light
representationis on. This is true becausethe
light representation is already sending conditioned reinforcer signals to the negative
drive representation when the shock occurs.
The unexpectednessof the shock attenuates
the STM activity of the light representation.
A sudden reduction in conditioned reinforcing signals to the negative drive representation is thereby caused.The shock can offset
this reduction in input by generatingits own
unconditional input to the negative drive
representation. If the shock input is larger
than the prior level of conditioned reinforcing signals, then the total input to the negative drive represcentationwill increase and
a fear reaction will be elicited. If, however,
the shock-induced input is smaller than the
conditioned reinforcer decrement, then the
total input to the negative drive representation will suddenly decrease.The shock can
thereby cause an antagonistic rebound that
activates the positive drive representation
that sharesa gated dipole with the negative
drive representation (Section 13). The onset
of shock can thereby causea transient relief
reaction. This argument also indicates how
an unexpected increase in a shock US can
cause the tone to become a negative reinforcer, whereasan unexpecteddecreasein the
shock US can cause the tone to become a
positive reinforcer (Kamin, 1968, 1969;RescorIa; 1969; Wagner, 1969; Weisman & Litner, 1969),despitethe fact that the shockUS
activates a negative drive representation in
both cases.Given a fixed decreasein shock
intensity, the rebound size should be an increasing function of shock unexpectedness
(measured perhaps as a larger P300 evoked
potential) and an increasing function of the
conditioned reinforcer strength of the light
(measuredperhaps by the number ofpreceding light-shock trials). The emotional meaning of the shock is thus determined by an
interaction of its unconditional input with
the pattern of active expectanciesand conditioned reinforcing signals at the moment
of its occurrence. In Grossberg(1982a) I pro-
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posethat a similar argument, wherein hunger
drive input replaces shock input, explains
some paradoxical findings about eating and
satiety. Oropharyngealsignals that are gated
by conditioned reinforcer L TM traces are
suggestedto alter the effects of hunger drive
input much as light-induced signals that are
gated by conditioned reinforcer L TM traces
are suggestedto alter the effect of shock
input.
Varying the suddenness with which a
shockis turned on can alter theseconclusions
by influencing both the expectancy and the
reinforcing properties of shock. One effect of
shock onsetrate on reinforcement is the following: Supposethat a shock slowly turns on
from an initial intensity of 0 to a final intensity of J. Becausethe shock increaseis gradual, the transmitter in the on-channel of the
gated dipole is gradually depleted, or habituates,at a rate proportional to signal strength
times the amount of available transmitter
(Section 13). Becausethe transmitter level
accumulates slowly, by the time the shock
intensity J is reached,ttie amount of transmitter 2 can be much smaller than its maximal amount B. Thus the effcct of intensity
J is proportional to f(J + /)2, where I is the
arousal level, and f(w) is the sigmoid signal
(Section 22). By contrast, a sudden shock
creates the signal f(J + /)B, where B > 2,
because transmitter is fully accumulated
when the shock intensity suddenly switches
from intensity 0 to intensity J. Suddenshocks
can thereby be more negatively reinforcing
than gradually increasing shocks (Church,
1969, Miller, 1960). In Grossberg (1982a) I
suggesta similar argument about transmitter
habituation rates in gated dipoles to explain
drug tolerance and withdrawal effects, including symptoms like rebound insomnia.
Many of the expectancy, reinforcing, and
transmitter habituation effects that occur
during conditioning experimentshave mechanistic analogs in other behavioral and clinical syndromes.

44. Latent Inhibition
Similar concepts can be used to explain
the following interesting Hall and Pearce
(1979) experiment. In Stage 1 of this experiment, a tone was paired with a weak shock
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in the experimental group. In the control
group a light waspaired with the sameshock.
In the next stagethe tone precededa stronger
shock in both groups. In the experimental
group, learning was slower. In my theory this
occurs becausethe tone is more unexpected
in. the control group, thereby acquiring a
greater initial advantage in STM, and therefore conditions faster, as in Section43.
Rather than continue to explain other data
that Pearceand Hall (1980) mention, I will
suggestan explanation of some classicalexperiments that seem to go beyond the capabilities of all the formal theories. I will also
suggestan interdisciplinary paradigm to test
my explanations.
.
45. Interaction of STM Reset,STM
Normalization, and LTM Gating in CER
Experiments

but these trials were follows by 12 nonreinforced trials with N. Three main effectswere
found: The first LN trial in Group Y showed
a larger suppressionratio than the first nonreinforced N trial in Group Z. The suppression ratio increased on successivenonreinforced trials of LN in Group Y and of N in
Group Z. On the first nonreinforced N trial
in Group Y (its 25th trial), the suppression
ratio suddenly dropped to the value that it
had on the first nonreinforced LN trial. This
suppression ratio was, moreover, significantly lower than the suppressionratio on
Trial 25 in Group Z.
Kamin was impressedby the rapidity with
which the suppressionratio changed on the
first nonreinforced LN trial and on the first
nonreinforced N trial for Group Y. He realized that the Y animals rapidly noticed L
and that their processingof L somehow attenuated the suppression. In my theory the
surprisingoccurrenceofL abetsits STM storage,weakensthe STM storageof N via STM
normalization, and thereby reduces the
negativeconditioned reinforcing signalsfrom
L to the drive representations.
That an STM rather than an L TM effect
is primary on the transitional trials is further
suggestedby what happens on Trial 25 in
Group Y. When N is then presentedwithout
L, its representation can acquire a larger
STM activity. This representation can then
read out-on that very trial-a larger negative conditioned reinforcing signal to the
drive representations.The negative reinforcing L TM trace is there to be read out because
the extinction of the N representationon LN
trials was slowed owing to its small STM ac-

The STM normalization property often
holds only partially, due to the fact that feedback inhibitory interactions can decreaseas
a function of intercellular distances. These
distance-dependentinteractions help to define the generalization gradients that determine which cues mutually interact during
conditioning experiments (Grossberg, 1975,
1981b). A possibleinstance ,ofa partial STM
normalization effect due to Pavlovian conditioning is the somewhat faster learning of
a conditioned emotional responseto a compound stimulus than to its component stimuli (Kamin, 1969). Parametric studies of
compound training trials using approximately equally salient stimuli whose similarity is parametrically altered across experiments, followed by extinction of the com- tivity.

pound, or of each component taken

separatelyacrossgroups in eachexperiment,
would provide useful theoretical information
about the interaction betweenthe degree of
STM normalization and the rate of CER
learning.
Another piece of data reported in Kamin
(1969) also suggestsan STM normalization
effect. His Group Y first learned a CER to
a noise stimulus (N) on 16 trials, then receiveda nonreinforced compound light-noise
(LN) stimulus for 8 trials, and finally received
4 more nonreinforced N trials. His Group Z
also received 16 CER trials with stimulus N,

46. Overshadowing
During Key Pecking
Newman and Bardn (1965) reinforced pigeonswho pecked a vertical white line on a
greenkey (the S+) but not a green key alone
(the S-). They tested cue discrimination by
tilting the line at various orientations during,
recall trials. A generalization gradient oj
pecking was found, indicating that the verI
tical line was discriminated. By contrast, n<J
generalization gradient was found if the Son learning trials was a red key or if the Swas a vertical white line on a red key.

.
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Newman and Benefeld (cited in Honig,
1970) used a vertical white line on a green
key as S+ arid a green key as S- but tested
and found generalization of the line orientation on a black key. They also tested generalization on a black key following training
without a green S- and again found a generalization gradient, by contrast with the case
where testing used a green key. They interpreted this effect as "cue utilization during
testing rather than cue selectionduring learning" (p. 202). This interpretation does not
explain how the orientation cue could be
learned on training trials if it was not discriminated using a greenbackground on test
trials 'yetcould be discriminated using-ablack
background on test trials if it was not learned
on training trials.
My explanation of these data begins by
noting that color cuesare prepotent over orientation cues in the pigeon, other things
being equal. Consequently, when a vertical
white line on a greenbackground is first presented, the green representations will partially overshadow the orientation representations. (I will talk about "green" and "orientation" representationsas a shorthand for
more sophisticated coding notions that we
do not need here.) Grossberg and Levine
(1975) and Levine and Grossberg(1976) describe some factors that control how prepotent representations can mask the STM ac,:
tivities of other representationsdue to competitive feedbackinteractions.
-When tbe line-on-green cues are first presented, they enjoy an additional advantage
in their STM storage. Their unexpectedness
in the context of the experiment's situational
cues will strengthenthe STM activities of the
line-on-greencuesasthe STM activites of the
situational cue representations are rebounded. These rebounds should elicit a
P300 evoked potential.
After the line-on-greenrepresentationsare
initially stored in STM, the green cues can
increasetheir relative STM advantageas they
acquire conditioned reinforcer and conditioned incentive motivation properties. They
do this by means of the conditioned-reinforcer-incentive-motivation loop, the polyvalent cell fiqng constraint, and the STM
normalization property in the manner described within Section 37.
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The orientation representations can also
acquire conditioned reinforcer and incentive
motivation properties just so long as their
STM activities are not suppressed. Their
learning rates will be slower than those of the
greenrepresentations,becausetheir sampling
signals in the conditionable pathways are
smaller due to their smaller STM activities.
Hence, their conditioned pathways will remain weak compared to those of the green
representations.As conditioning continues,
the orientation representations may be entirely suJjpressedif the conditioned advantage of the color cues becomes sufficiently
greatto drive orientational STM activities to
zero by competitive feedbackacrossthe cue
representations.
The unexpectednonoccurrence of reward
in responseto pecking the green key causes
an antagonistic rebound that excites the offcells of the previously most active STM representations.The active incentive motivation
pathway~ thereupon sample a large off-response in the green representational dipoles
(Figure 11). As this experimental contingency reoccurs on severaltrials, the net incentive motivation feedbackto the greendipoles becomes progressively smaller due to
dipole competition betweenthe conditioned
on-cell and off-cell pathwaysto thesedipoles.
This is just the extinction mechanism of Section 28 acting at the sensoryrepresentations
rather than at the drive representations.
Even zero net incentive feedbackmay not
be small enoughto extinguish the greenrepresentation, however, becauseof the innate
advantageof color over orientation. Negative
net incentive feedback may be needed to
overcome green'sinnate competitive advantage. Net negative feedbackis needed if net
positive conditioned reinforcer-incentive
feedbackto the orientation representationis.
not sufficient to offsetthe innate competitive
advantage of the color representation when
the latter receivesnet zero conditioned feed-

back.
This framework explains why the white
vertical line is discriminable on a black background during test trials even if it is not discriminable on a greenbackground during test
trials in an experiment -without a green Son learning trials. Removing green on test
trials' eliminates competitive feedback from
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the color representations to the orientation
representations. The STM field is thereby
renormalized. In the renormalized field, even
small conditioned-reinforcer-incentive-motivation feedback signals can provide the
white vertical line representation with a significant competitive advantage for STM
storage.
47. The Problem of PerseveratingPrepotent
Cues

drive representation. The green representation is consequently shut off, the orientation
representation is disinhibited, and the cycle
repeatsitself.
Any viable alternative to the present network description must also avoid this problem of perseverating prepotent representations. In particular, a more sophisticated
coding analysis would replace "green"
representationsand "orientation" representations with heterarchical network encodings
The above discussion shows how the wherein one representation'sprepotence for
conditioned -reinforcer -incentive -motivamasking other representationswould depend
tion feedback loop enables representations on its heterarchical position with respectto
to overcome innate competitive STM dis- all representations.In Grossberg(1978b,Secadvantages. Some further remarks might tions 25-47) I suggestsome rules whereby
clarify why the incentive motivation pathway heterarchical masking can be tiesigned to
must send branchesto both the on-cells and choose those chunks that provide the most
off-cells of cortical dipoles, just as the con- informative prediction in a prescribed cue
ditioned reinforcer pathway sendsbranches context during recognition and recall.
to both the on-cells and off-cells of the drive
representation dipoles. The main benefit is
48. Two DistinctP300 EvokedPotentials
that some cues can lose net positive feedback
in Cortexand Hippocampus
as other cuesgain net positive feedbackwhile
both sets of cuesare conditioned to the same
The previous discussionof overshadowing
drive representation. This property avoids during key pecking suggestsa striking psythe following dilemma:
chophysiological prediction. I have argued
Supposethe rebound that conditions zero that the unexpectednonoccurrenceof reward
net feedbackto the green representationoc- in response to pecking the green key can
curs among the drive representations rather gradually extingui~hthe net incentive motithan among the cue representations. Then vation to the green representation. This ocrebound activates a negative drive represen- curs as the incentive motivation L TM traces
tation, and the net conditioned reinforcer sample the antagonistic rebound Within the
output controlled by the greenrepresentation green representation on successivenonreinbecomessmall, rather than the net incentive forced trials. The resetof the greenrepresenmotivational output driven by a large con- tation also has an immediate effect on each
ditioned reinforcer output becoming small, trial. Offset of this representation rapidly
as in Section46. This mechanism is unstable shuts off conditioned reinforcer input to the
for the following reason: As soon as the ori- positive drive representation.If the greenrepentation representation takes over in STM, resentationhas beenconditioned to the drive
its positive conditioned reinforcer signalsac- representationon sufficiently many preVious
tivate the positive drive representation.When reinforced trials, the reduction in condithis drive representationsendsincentive mo- tioned reinforcer input will be large enough
tivation feedbackto the cortex, the greenrep- to overcomethe STM hysteresisthat defends
resentation receives conditioned positive the positive drive representation against refeedback because the negative drive repre- set. Then a rebound Will occur within the
sentation is momentarily inhibited. Then the drive dipole itself, thereby activating its
greenrepresentationcan quickly overshadow negative qrive representation. If a new cue
the orientation representation becauseof its is stored in STM at the time of this negative
innate competitive advantage.As soonasthe drive rebound, it Will becomea negativecongreen representationis reinstated in STM, its ditioned reinforcer by samplingthe rebound.
Let us consider the minimal assumption
conditioned reinforcer signals cause readout
of net negativeincentive from the competing that any massive antagonistic rebound in a
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catecholamine dipole systemis registeredas
a P300 evoked potential-keeping in mind
that rebounds in different brain regions may
occur yet ultimately be associatedwith distinct evoked potentials. Then the above discussion predicts that the nonoccurrence of
expected reward can trigger a cortical P300
by mismatching a learned expectancy. The
reset of cortical STM can thereupon trigger
a hippocampal P300 by rapidly withdrawing
conditioned reinforcer input. The size of this
second P300 should, moreover, depend on
the strength of the conditioned reinforcer due
to the number of preceding conditioning
trials. If theseP300 predictions hold up, they
will clarify that a P300 can be elicited by
different operations in different brain regions. They will also refine our understanding of the information processingsubstrates
of overshadowingand discrimination learning by distinguishing rebounds that motivationally extinguish cues owing to their cognitive irrelevance from rebounds that directly
elicit new conditioned reinforcer learning.
49. Nonmonotonic Relation BetweenP300
and CNV

-jf{1-

in LTM because a monotonic decrease in
P300 can predict either CNV increase (learning) or CNV decrease (extinction) within the
same e~periment.

50. SomeComparisonsWith the Formal
Models
Pearce and Hall (1980) ascribe extinction
!Q.- co.mpetition between CS-US and CSUS (US = no US) associations due to an
"inhibitory
link between the US and US
memories" (p. 546), They suggest this concept to replace Rescorlaand Wagner's (1972)
notion that extinction is due to weakening
of previously established associations. My
own concept of how a conditioned reinforcing cue's input to a gated dipole is extinguished is superficially similar to Pearce and
Hall's (Grossberg, 1972a, 1972b). I also suggest, however, that the competitive extinction process is mediated by the drive representations and is due to gated dipole rebounds. Neither these concepts nor their
mechanistic substrates appear in the formal
models.
Instead, the formal models restrict themselves to links between CS and US memories,
which in turn read out the CR. In my theory,
readout of the CR does not require activation
of a US memory, but only of the LTM-encoded patterns that were sampled by the CS
from STM when the US was active, as in
Sections 15 and 18. These LTM-encoded
patterns can be a fractional component or
other transformation of the US, due to nonisotropy of CS and US sampling pathways
across'the network or due to STM 'transformations of the US pattern before it i~ encoded in L TM at the CS-activated synaptic
knobs. I do not see how direct links from CS
to US can account for the sometimes significant differences between UR and CR,
whereas an STM-mediated theory can easily
do so (Seligman & Hager, 1972).
Pearce and Hall (1980) suggest "that a
US representation is activated only by the
omission of an expected US" (p. 543) and
suggest a fQ!:!Dula for the intensity X of the
reinforcer US, namely,

The key pecking experiment also suggests
a psychophysiological test that would argue
for P300 as a measure of STM reset and
againstP300 as a measure ofLTM learning.
I suggestthat the unexpected occurrence of
a reward in responseto the line-on-greencue
will elicit a P300. As this P300 shrinks on
successiverewarded trials, I suggestthat the
line-on-green cue will elicit a growing motivational CNV that reflects the progressive
conditioning of positive net incentive motivation (Cant & Bickford, 1967; Irwin, Rebert, McAdam, & Knott, 1966). By contrast,
I suggestthat the unexpected nonoccurrence
of a reward in responseto green alone will
elicit a P300. As this P300 shrinks on successive un rewarded trials, the green cue
should elicit a shrinking motivational CNV
as the net incentive motivation of the irrelevant greencue is extinguished. In the former
case a conditioned response is learned,
whereas in the latter case a conditioned response is extinguished. If these predictions
X = V2;-V2; -A.
(14)
are verified, then we can conclude that P300
size does not differentiate opposite outcomes I agree that an off-cell rebound can be acti-
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,vated by the nonoccurrence of an expected
event, mediated by a mismatch-contingent
arousal burst. However, this is not the only
way to activate a US in my theory. Just as
sudden offset of shock can trigger relief
(Denny, 1971),a rebound can also be caused
by the mere offset of a reinforcer. Furthermore, the Equation 14 for rebound size is
inadequate for many reasons: It does not explain the inverted U in reinforcement (Berlyne, 1969). It does not explain the analgesic
effect whereby cutting J units of shock in half
is less rewarding then shutting J/2 units of
shock off (Campbell & Kraeling, 1953). It
does not explain why the reinforcing effect
of shock offset should depend on the prior
duratien of shock (Boe, 1966; Borozci,
Storms, & Broen, 1964; Church, Raymond,
& Beauchamp, 1967;Keehn, 1963;Strouthes,
1965). All of theseproperties obtain in gated
dipoles(Grossberg, 1972b).Moreover, Equation 14 lumps together LTM expectancy,
STM matching, nonspecific arousal, and
STM rebound properties in a way that obscures their mechanistic substrates, notably
their influence on STM and L TM patterns
rather than parameters.
At bottom, the formal models are led to
these difficulties because they do not adequately distinguish the STM and L TM
mechanisms that are used in the processing
of expected and unexpected events. Consequently, the formal models cannot easily
make the distinction that a surprising CS can
reset STM in a manner that favors its own
subsequentSTM storage,whereasa fully predictable US can also be stored (or, as Pearce
and Hall would say, "processed") in STM by
resonating with an active feedback expectancy. The recenttheorizing of Wagner(1978)
on STM priming perhaps comes closestto
making these distinctions within the stream
of formal models.

51. ScheduleInteractionsand Behavioral
Contrast
Similar difficulties occur in recent models
of instrumental conditioning. Instead of
overemphasizing L TM properties at the expense of STM properties, the Hinson and
Staddon (1978) theory of schedule interac-

tions and behavioral contrast completely forsakes L TM effects to focus on STM competitive properties. In Grossberg (1981b) I
show that the same theoretical ideas that I
sketched herein can overcome some difficulties that Hinson and Staddon face in explaining their data, and I make some predictions to test these ideas.
Pavlovian and instrumental experiments
that have heretofore been analyzed in a fragmentary fashion by formal models, at the
cost of implying internal paradoxes and restricting their predictive power, can be understood in a unified fashion in terms of a
few psychophysiologicalmechanisms whose
existence can be more directly validated by
interdisciplinary experimental paradigms.
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